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For the record:

See part two of
a three part
series on graduation, and read
about a mother's
sacra.fices to get
her diploma.

The U.S. State Department

says deporting some 1, 750
tibyans studying •ere
would be conterproductive
and that it's dropped its
plans to deport them.
.I
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Eastern Washington University

Course cancellations
.leave audio majors
seeking alternatives
by Chris LeBlanc
Editor
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Photo by Paul T. Mueller

Eastern Washington University Board of Trustees Chair Jean Beschel told the press

Friday that tbe board is behind University President H. George Frederickson 100 percent.
Beschel said the university would seek someone just like Frederickson to fill the post in
the Fall of 1987.
.

Frederickson resigns

EWU president to leave in
1987 for Kansas professorship
by Jess Walter

tinue to be vigorous and decisive."
His primary concerns during
his last year will be increasing
legislative funding and contimling to strengthen 1£WU's presence in Spokane.
"By the time I leave, the
university will be thought of as
co-located," he said Tuesday.
"EWU at Cheney and Spokane."
Frederickson feels that Eastern's future lies in its Spokane
connections and he thinks
development of the West Plains,
from Medical Lake to West Spokane, will make that connection
more viable.
'' I firmly believe that if the
university were just to be in
Cheney, it would shrivel up and
be nothing," he said. "Development of the West Plains will
make Cheney much closer to
Spokane, and I've always talked
about the 'urban university' that
Eastern could be."
EWU's involvement with Spokane should help it stay at NCAA
Division 1 AA in athletics also,
Frederickson said. During his
presidency, Eastern moved into
Division 1, while the athletic
budget grew from $300,000 to
$2.048 million in 1984-85, over $1
million in state funding wen·t to
support that budget, the highest
total in Washington.
·
That funding, which many
f l'lculty members said was detracting from their academic
programs . W.,!~ the primary

Associate Editor

After waiting out a political
storm that led to last fall's vote of
no-confidence from the faculty,
EWU's often-embattled president, H. George Frederickson,
announced Friday that he would
resign.
Frederickson will continue as
president until August 1987, when
he will take an endowed Public
Administration professorship at
the University of Kansas .
''I do look forward to a
change," he said during an interview Tuesday.
Frederickson, 51, said he is
leaving for "personal" reasons
and discounted the affect of the
Nov. 5 faculty referendum, in
which about 60 .percent of EWU's
faculty demanded his ouster.
"I woul~ not say this is done out
of burnout or out of stress," he
said at Friday's press conference
at the Spokane Center.
Jean .Reschel, chair of EWU's
Board of Trustees, said, at the
press conference, the BOT continued to support Frederickson
aa.~ they wouJd be hard-pr,~ssed
to replace him.
"Dr. Frederic'.r.son 1;,~::; ~11ided
what was an err,erginff riniversHy
into a dY.namic, urban university," said Beschel.
When asked if he would be a
lame duck ~ resident during his
final year, Frederickson said," A
duck e -- n It lame. l will con-
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source of conflict between Frederickson and the faculty that led
to the November referendum.
"If I were to do it over again, I
think I would've watched athletic
budgeting more · closely," said
Frederickson.
State Representative Dan
Grimm, D-Puyallup, also opposed Frederickson on athletics -and on other issues.
EWU's purchase of the Spokane Center building in 1983,
without state legislative approval, and charges of over-enrollment, fueled a well-publicized
conflict between Frederickson
and Grimm. That conflict faded
away this year as ~astern's
continued on page 16

Audio engineering students at
Eastern Washington University
are upset about the university
cancelling courses necessary to
complete an audio engineering
degree, and many have been left
wondering what to do .
There are four required courses for an audio degree at Eastern; all but one have been cancelled through at least the end of
next year.
The classes were offered in the
falJ and winter quarter class
bulletins. Twenty students registered and paid tuition for the
courses during Fall quarter and
14 followed suit Winter quarter
this year. In both cases the
classes were cancelled the se-

cond week of the quarter. There
will be no audio courses offered
next year as well, according to
RTV Chair Marvin Smith. However, the audio program is still
listed in the 1986-87 EWU Bulletin .
"The thing that makes me the
most mad is that they (the
university ) strung us out the
whole year . . . I had no idea they
weren 't going to have any audio
classes this year, '' said Heidi
Lehman, a junior previously majoring in audio engineering.
Lehman, at the beginning of the
year, was prepared to begin her
audio courses. When she found
they were not being offered, she
scrambled to pick up general
requirement courses at the last
minute .
continued on page 3

EWU policies leave
Black program. short
by Kathy Pring
Sta ff Reporter

Eastern '. s Black Education
Program , the only such autonomous program in Washington
state, is struggling to survive
after the loss of a full-time
counselor and a full-time recruiter last fall.
Dr. Felix Boateng, the program's director, said the losses
are due to budget constraints.
However, William Katz, Dean of
the School of Human Learning
and Development, said that it
really was not a case of budgetcutting.
"It wasn't that Black Educa-

tion had their budget cut," he
said, "A faculty member resigneci and that position wasn't fill-

ecf."
in accordance witli a contract
with the Washington legislature,
~astern ·s department of Academic Affairs is responsible for
funding all enrollment above
7,000 students . The Office of
Fiscal Management put the money for university services offlimits to Academic Affairs last
spring, forcing them to restrict
enrollment. This has put the
faculty-student ratio out of balance. Therefore, for the time
being, Katz said when faculty and
staff quit or retire , they will not
continued on page 8

Outstanding· grads to be recognized
in ceremonies set for June 12

H. George Fredei"ickson
looks thoughtful at Friday's
press c
..

:,

The outstanding graduates of
Eastern Washington University's
Class of 1986 will be recognized at
a special Honors Convocation and
Banquet to be held on Thursday
evening, June 12, in Spokane.
Scheduled to begin at 7:00 p.m.
at the Ridpath Hotel, the special
ceremony will be highlighted by
remarks from the 1986 EWU
Commencement speaker , editor
and publicher of Washington
Magazine Kenneth A. Gouldthorpe.
Honorees at the Convocation

are : Those students completing
the EWU Honors Program ; recipients of the Mary Shields Wilson
Medallion Award ; graduates
elected to disciplinary national
honor societies ; seniors graduating cum laude, magna cum laude
and summa cum laude ; students
who are graduating as members
of Phi Eta Sigma ; and inductees
into the National Honor Society ,
Phi Kappa Phi.
Reservations are available by
telephoning 458-6237 .
continued on page l6
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Last week's election proves
to be the day far newcomers
by Molly Anselmo

·I

Two of last year's ASEWU
council members will be watching from the sidelines next year
after being defeated by newcomers in last Thursday's general
election.
' Joan Fehrenbacker, Council
Position Three, was defeated by
David Gill who had . a 55-vote
edge. Gill received 387 votes, or
54 percent, while Fehrenbacker
received 332 votes, or 46 percent.
Also unseated was Todd Wiggen who lost his Number Nine
position to Patrick Sawyer by 182
votes. Sawyer received 448 votes,
or 63 percent, while Wiggen
received 266.votes, or'¥/ percent.
Other election results showed:
- Scott Carpenter defeated Bev
Rhodes for Council Position One.
Carpenter received 392 votes, or
56 percent, while Rhodes received 300 votes, or 43 percent.

As sl,own by little 4-year-old Otery Edwin. tl,is weeks Easterner
.wt!"~~.g!rl.~~- Hll(!P.Y. JJgy_ ,e,;.1,ntit.s1111ny weatl,er will
contin•ed tl,ro•gl,o•t tl,e weekend. Don't be tefraid to l,it tl,e
llllce, for goo"1,ess sake. If yo• would like to be tl,e &sterner
weatl,er girl, write to Jess Walter, Tl,e Easterner, Har.graves
Hall, EWU, Oreney, WA 99004.

- In the race for Council Position Seven, incumbant Huan Vu
received 410 votes, or 58 percent
giving him the victory over Keith
R. Meadowcroft, who received
296 votes or 42 percent.
- Joyce Zenner retained her
Council Position Eight over challenger Sybil E. NcNelly. Zenner
received 549 votes, or 79 percent,
and ~cNelly received 146 votes,

Novelist to s]j)eak ongraduation, relocation
mands of a high-powered law
firm job, I think that would also
be interesting to. anybody that
might consider going into the
field or something like it."
Graduation is hailed as a new
Hyde gave
up her law career in
beginning. Many-students will be
I
moving on to fulJ-time employ- Wa•~~ D.C. in 1982 when
ment. Tbis means no more sum- her husband accepted a law
professo~JriP at the University of
mer vacations, and, in many
Puget
Sound. She began writing
instances, relocation.
soon aften,1ards, and currently is
As June 13 (Graduation) apcompleting her second novel,
proaches, just thinking .11bout the
tentatively titled Mcmoonook Valstresses of a new profession can
ley.
cause anxiety. And the thought of
She studied English as an
saying good-bye to valued college
undergradua~. and says that
· friends can be disheartening.
currently writing is her preferred
Elizabeth Hyde, a Seattle
profession. When asked if she
author ancf former attorney, exwould return to law, Hyde said,
plores these and other issues in
"I always play around with the
her first novel, Her Native
idea of law ... I toy around with
Colon, which was published by
it and then I get back into my
Delcorte Press just this month.
writing
again and defer my deciHyde will present a reading from
sion to get back out into the legal
the novel Friday at 8 p.m. at the
profession once more."
REC.
Hyde is the author of several
"Anybody who has left their
short
stories and fiction includhome town and still has friends
ing, Cry Uncle, Code Blue, Macho
who bring them back th~re may
Woman, and Family Matten.
fmd (the novel) of interest,"
Hyde said in an interview Satur- ·1be reading from her novel Her
Native Colon is sponsored by the
day .. "I also think that possibly on
EWU pre&tive Writing Departanother level the material in my
novel about the law rums and-a •. ment and is free and open to the
public.
young professional with the deby Patti Dargan
Special to the Eas&emer

or 21 percent of the total vote.
many stu_dents living in Streeter,
A total of 736 votes were cast by
Dryden and Morrison halls cross
the 7,509 students eligible to cast
the street to get on campus.
ballots.
Those who were re-elected: to ·
.No grievances were filed in the
their position said that, among
election; and the results were other things, they will continue to
accepted at Tuesday's council
work on pet projects begun durmeeting, said Sandy McMartin,
ing their previous term.
director of elections. The council
members will technically take
Vu, a junior and chairman of
office the last day of spring
the Student Health Advisory
quarter, but won't assume reCommittee, said that during the
sponsibilities until the first day of
summer ·he will explore possible
classes next fall. All council
alternatives to Eastem's currenl.
members are paid $404 per quarhealth coverage plan. ZeMer
ter - the equivalent of undersaid she will continue her work on
graduate, in-state tuition, Mcthe Commuter Service CommitMartin said.
tee. Carpenter said he will continTerms of office are fall quarter
ue to concentrate on his duties on
for positions one and three, and
the Student Health Advisory
.until the end of · next spring for
Committee, as well as getting
positions seven, eight and nine.
more people involved in the
Although their official respon"Eagle Ambassad~r" program·.
sibilities .won't begin until .next
Although they have various
fall, some electees said they will
projects to work on, mQSt all
be working a bit during the
council members agreed that a
summer in order to be prepared
high priority should be strenfor next year• ·.
gthening lines of communications
, "I'm going .to talk to people
between the AS offices and all
now and get .. • information tc,
· areas of the university - stulook at over the summer," said
dents, fatculty and administraSawyer. "I'd hate .to come in
tion.
unprepared (next fall)."
"It's hard to sit up here in the
Gill said one of his prime areas
office and say 'we know how you
of concern next year will be to , feel,' ·" said ZeMer. "We need to
improve the safety of crosswalks ' be more aware of how they
on Tenth and Elm streets where
(students> feel."
·
,
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Bell urges students to·F~gister

for fall quarter before leaving
Registration for fall quarter,
1986, began Tuesday, and registrar Melanie Bell is urging that
as many students as possible
complete their registration before they leave for the summer.
By registering now, Bell said,
students will have a better opportunity of getting into the class&
they want and may prevent some
classes from being cancelled later due to lack of enrollment.
In order to complete fall registration, students need only pay 20

is:
-May 'D - D, C, K.
-May 28 - A, F, 0
-May29-B,N
-May 30 - S, Z, E
-June2 -P, Q, R, Y
-June3 - H, I
-June4-V,J, U
-June 5 - L, M, X
-June& - G, W, T
Those missing their scheduled
registration day can register any
time after their designated date.
Confirmations will be mailed out
on ~ug. 21, Bell'said.
-
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Black Ed
honors
students

11run., M4y 29 Navy .Bean Soup, Tacos, Turkey Tetruzini, Deli .Bar,
White/Oatmeal Bread, Butterscotch Chip CQ<>k~

Bolton Clam Chowder, Fishwich/Chips, Spanish .Rice,
Deli Bar, White/Wheat Blead, Brown Sugar Cookies

Sat., May JI

BRUNCH

Sun., JUIII! I
Mon., l11111! 2

BRUNCH
Beef Noodle Soup, Ma'1aroni and Cheese, Han)l>Qrgers/
Fries, Deli Bar, White/Wheat Bread, Btncotch Squares

Tua., JUM J

Split Pea Soup, Hot DoplCorn Chips, Turkey Pot Pie,
Deli Bar, Whitc/Oranat Bread. Rice Krispy Squares

Wat, JUM 4

Vep,table Soup, Submarine Sandwich, Tuna N90(lle
Cailerole, Deli Bir, White/Wheat Bread, Oinler Creams

"!mlhropologirts ! ~nthropologists!"
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finances
discussed
A meeting of the Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees of
Eastern Washington University
will be held on May 29, 1986 at the
Spokane Center, Room·206 at 1: ao
p.m. There will be one agenda
item: Operating Budget 1986-87.

Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Fri.• May JO

percent of their full tuition - $80
for full time, in-state undergraduates. Those registering also
have the option of charging their
tuition .to MasterCard or Visa '
Bell said.
For students who are waiting
for their financial aid papers to
come in before· registering, Bell
said those who are in good
standing can obtain a deferral
card in the cashier's office, allowing them to complete the registration process.
The schedule for registration

.

On June 6, 1986at 3:00 p.m., the
Black Education Program will
honor all 1• EWU African and
Afro-American araduating students at a reception in Monroe
Hall Lounge. You are cordially
invited to loin the. ~ in
honoring thele YOUDI men and

women.
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Audio from page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - mean leaving the state. Students
choosing this option would not
only have to face out-of-state
tuition, but some General University , Requirements taken in
Washington will not transfer over
to other states.
"U I was a sophomore this year

Now, finished with GUR's and
core requirements, Lehman, like
many of her friends, has found
herself forced to change majors
or schools. For Lehman, the
c)loice was made for her. To
attend another school with a
quality audio progr.am would
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Eastern student Steve Carlson demomtrates some audio equipment.

I would probably leave," Lehman
said. She said she considered the
expense of moving and attending
college out of state as well as the
time she has already put in at
Eastern in deciding to change her
major to television production.
Ken Crofoot and Steve Carlson,
both audio majors, said the problem began with the unexpected
and sudden resignation of the one
remaining audio instructor, Don
Cary. According to Carlson and
Crofoot, Cary simply did not
return to work this year, leaving
Smith empty-handed:
Smith .confirmed what Carlson
and Crofoot said and added that
he had heard rumor that ~ary
would not be returning and attempted to find a replacement.
"We thought we were going to
have an instructor in the fall,"
said Smith, but he decided to
freelance instead of teach.
Smith said the department ran
into the same problem winter
quarter. An offer had been made
to an instructor named Steve
Ellis, but he turned them down on
New Year's Day. As for courses
appearing. in the 1986-87 EWU

Catalogue, "(it) went to print a
Joni! time ago,', before anyone

Resource workshop offered by
Environmental Education group
The Spokane County Environmental Education Committee is
· offering a Natural Resources
Workshop for teachers, leaders,
resource specialists, and other
persons interested in environmental education.
The three day course will be
held August 18-20 at St. George's
School in a beautiful wooded area
in North Spokane. Registration
fee is $20 and credit is available
through Eastern.Washington University.

The workshop will give teachers an opportunity to bring into
tJ}eir <K-12) classrooms inquiry
oriented, highly motivating lessons in natural resources. The
material presented will be interdisciplinary in format and applicable to all subject areas, from
science and social studies to
language arts. Sessions will be
task and product-oriented with
small group discussions and field
investigations that will allow participants the opportunity to plan
their own program.

Interested persons should contact Jan Brzoska at the Department of Ecology · in Spokane,
456-5054 or in Cheney at 235-8493.
The workshop is sponsored by
the Spokane County Conservation
District with the following cooperating agencies : U.S. Forest
Service, Audubon· Society, Soil
Conservation Service, Sierra
Club, Dishman Hills Natural Association, Department of Ecology, and the Department of
Game.

knew the courses would be cancelled, Smith explained.
Currently, the university is in
negotiation with an instructor at
Lowell University in Massachusetts: Dr. William Moylan.
However, Moylan will not be
available until 'after the end of
next year, according to Smith
who refused to speculate on
whether Moylan ·would be hired
anytime soon or at · all. In a
telephone convers~tion with Moylan, he' returned to comment on
the possibility of hls coming here.
As it stands, many students
who were llJl'ed to Eastern because of the- audio engineering
program are angry. Smith said
the RTV department was attempting to help audio majors by
"trying to make adjustments to
their schedules,'' but the students
do not find this acceptable.
Eastern audio major Rich Pindell said he has talked to people
in the general undergraduate
advising .office, Vice President
for Academic ,Affairs Duane
Thompson and Vice President for
Student Services Frank Borelli to
no avail.
"They tell you 'you can change
your major' and I almost want to
punch· them," Pindell said. He

added that he would be transferring to a different school next
y~r.
Darren Cheney, a junior major~
ing in audio, transferred to Eastern from North Idaho College last
year for an audio degree. He
ended up finishing his GUR's this
year because there were no audio courses. Next year he will
transfer to the University of
Idaho and "sacrifice audio for
telecommunications."
"It's not feasible to pay out-of·
state tuition for a degree I don't
want," said Cheney.
Cheney feels he has been duped
out of time by Eastern, as l;le
could have stayed in Idaho and
finished a telecommunications
degree much sooner.
"If I'd known there · was no
audio program here, I could·have
finished up at the _University of
Idaho next .December or by the
end of next year. I've lost about a
semester because· some GUR's
taken (at Eastern) won't tr~nsfer,'' said Cheney.
As for ·the future of Eastern;s
audio program, it is shaky at
best.
When asked whether Eastern
would continue with an audio
program in the future, Smith
said, "I don't know."

Group fighting drunk driving
Citizens against Alcohol-Related Traffic Accidents (CARTA), a
grassroot citizens' committee
working since 1981 to lower the

Volunteers must be over the
age of 16. They wiJJ be asked to
spend one or two days a month
sitting in courts and observing.
Training will be provided as well
as observation forms.
For further information, call
Peggy Hodges at 456-2342. AJI
volunteers must be selected by
June 6.

number of deaths due to drinking
and driving, is looking for volunteers to observe how local courts
are handling·alcohol-related traffic violations.

DORMN>OD
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State gives :Ewu $50,000 for
loans to math, science students.
Eastern Washington University has been informed that it will
receive approximately $50,000
from the State of Washington to
loan to students who are preparing to be mathematics or science
teachers.
Students applying for the 198687 Mathematics/Science Loan
may borrow up to $2,500 a year
for four years, and the loan may
be forgiven if they teach for ten

years in public schools in Washington State. In order to qualify
for the loan, students must be
Washington residents who meet
financial need requirements, a
class standing of junior, senior or
graduate student; and maintain
at least a 3.0 grade point average.
Requests for financial aid must
be filed by July 1, 1986 to qualify
for the 1986-87 Mathematics/
Science Loan Fund. Applications

for loans from the Mathematics/
Science Fund also must be filed
by July 1, 1986.
Students who are interested
can obtain application forms
from the Admissions Office at
Eastern Washington University,_
Cheney, Washington, 99004. For
additional information, call the
Dean of Human Learning and
Development at (509) 359-2328.

'

tion is an uncommon, but not
rare, problem · and increasing
information is becoming available to help girls and their
families.
Specialists from the University
of Washington and from Children's Orthopedic Hospital and
Medical Center, as well as the
staff of the local Inland Empire
Genetics Counseling Clinic, are
sponsoring a clinic for girls with
Turner's syndrome.
Further information regarding
this may be obtained by calling
the following numbers: (509) 45&'7115 or 328-1920.
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Got the Dorm Food
Blues? One call to
Dom,"'' c:; Pizza will save
you! We make and
deliver hot, tasty, custommade pizza in less than
30 minutes. All you have
to do is call! So skip the
cafeteria . Get your
favorite pizza instead .

Fast, free delivery

1879 · 1st St.

235-2000

1
o-,,rf1.
JDeA

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

ctinicneed early diagnosis. This condi-

the majority of cases -- one of the
sex chromosomes is missing.
This can result in problems consisting primarily of short stature,
infertility, and an increased inci,dence of correctable heart disease.
It· is -possible to help girls with
this condition, in some cases by
giving medications which may
increase growth rate and possibly ultimate adult height, and,
when function of the ovaries in
not normal, by replacing female
hormones. Because the heart
disease is usually a correctable
type of heart problem, this might

.

r

Marcll-- ·of Dimes ·schedules
Turner Syndrome

The Inland Empire Chapter of
the March of Dimes will hold a
Turner's Syndrome Clinic on
May 29.
Dr. Virginia Sybert from the
Seattle Childl'ert 's Orthopedic
Hospital and Dr. Michael Donlan
of the Spokane Genetics Counseling Clinic will see girls with
Turner's Syndrome.
. Turner's syndrome is a noninherited condition which is associated with a missing or incom' - · pletely formed sex chromosome.
In the normal situation, girls are
born with two X chromosomes,
and in rer's syndrome·· in

..
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Opinion
Presidents goodbye
overdue; fanfare
not appropriate
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In announcing his plans for resignation, University President
H. George Frederickson has put an end to an era in Eastern
Washington that will be best remembered for its forward oro~ in higher education.
What will be obscured from the eye of history will be the
back-sliding the un·iversity has been doing over the past couple
of years. On the day Frederickson announced his plans, the
Spokane ·broadcast media blew their trumP,Cts, reminding us all
of how George came to Eastern Washingtbn State College and
transformed it into a ''force to be reckoned with."
The Spok5man Review followed suit. While they did addr~
some of the recent conflicts with the faculty, it was reported
that enrollment ~was increased to 8,500 during Frederickson's
reign. If this university ever had an enrollment of 8,500, it was
for one Fall quarter at least three years ago.
1bere should be no qualms about the validity of statements
that Frederickson did this university a lot of good. In fact,
without· him, we might still be a state college rather than a
regional university. George Frederickson deserv5 credit, but he
deserv5 criticism as well.
Why , hasn't the Spokane media adclreaed the real i§~,
the current situation?
Frederickson is given credit for moving EWU into Spokane;
this is certainly of benefit to the university in the long run. But
students who live on· campus are inoonvenience.d with an every
day trip to Spokane for the purpose of ho~ high enrollment
levels at the Spokane Center artiftcially. A picture of the Spokane Center appeared on the cover of the ·Donguk University
newspaper (our sister university in Korea) this year with a caption reading "~tern Washington University." Is the Spokane
Center being used to cover up the real EWUJ
F~kson is credited with bringing big time athletics to
EWU. Y5, this is certainly true and there is no doubt that
Frederickson has sold our Board of Trustees on the idea that
athletics is the key to impr9ved academics. Eastern has an
exceptional athletic program, and each student should be proud.
After all, tbat's who's paying for it.

Frederickson bas been called a spear thrower,
ag~esive, forward moving, but over the past
couple of years, he has been accused of being
deceitfull and hot 'having the best interest of the
university at heart.
Eastern students are paying for athletics at the bookstore, in
·iheir room and board ra~ and in their tuitien. Over the last
year, interest income· inte~t made from money in bank accounts-from the bookstore, university conference center and
housing and dining services has been committed to athletics.
The recent five percent dorm rate increase is a direct effect of
this budgeting. Last year, at the. approval of the Associated
Student Council, the Board of Trustees committed an additional
$120,000 in student services and activiti5 f~, money normally
available for student groups-to athletics.; This is all direct
evi~ of the Frederickson administration's rather unsavc;,ry
policy of defraying costs onto .students. Not to say it ~ not
happen anywhere else, but is "the other guy did it" really a
viable excuse? It is not, but it has been endeared by the Frederickson administration.
·
'I1le Eastemer has reported on many other side· .effects of
irresponsible budgeting and management as well as that have
taken place over the past two years.
,
Campus ·police budget cutbacks, inoperable C001puters at the
Spokane Center,· academic departments with insufficient support
func:iing for 1hinp like equipment and travel and an administration to faculty ratio far in ·e xcea of com~le universiti5
Jay as testimony to the beating the infrastructure of this university bas taken at the expense of accelerated growth.
Frederickson has been called a spear thrower, aigreaive, forward-moving, but over the past . couple · years, he has been
accwied of being deceit(Ql and · not having the best inte~t of
.the university at heart. Although he. has made some wrog
decisions, it cannot be said Frederickson did not have the best
interest of the university at heart. The problem - in his
interpretation of "best· interest." George Frederickson gave sub1
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Students shou]d bene:fit
from ABC ·series ·as well
AS should get involved
President Gerald Ford, Tom Wolfe, Helmut
Schmidt, Francis Crick and Kurth Waldheim -these are just a few of the scientific, literary and
political lumina~es that EWU has attracted from
the lecture circuit.
Unfortunately, few of Eastern Washington's
students are seeing them.
The Academy Business Community Program, a
lecture series sponsored by corporate funding and
the EWU Foundation, has, in its first seven years,
brought to Eastern some of the most distinguished
members of society. The speakers lecture first at an
invitation-only dinner for the corporate sponsors;
then at a $6 breakfast for the public the following
morning.
Other guests have included Seattle Seahawk's
Coach Chuck Knox, Edwin Newman of NBC News,
and US Ambassador Claire Booth Luce. This year's
guests, Gunther Schuler, Dr. Francis Crick .and
Tom Wolfe, are respected leaders in music,
biotechnology,and literature.
One way to allow students to hear these great
speakers is to have the ABC corporate sponsors also
sponsor a student or two so they wouldn't have to
pay to get in. Six dollars isn't much when one is
donating $500 or $1,000, but for students, $6 may be
the differenc~ between listening to Tom Wolfe and
staying home.

Chuck Stephens, director of program development ~nd the man in charge of the ABC series,
thinks that this would be "nickel and diming" the
coq,orate sponsors. He thinks they would say,
"Why not take i,t out of our original donation."
Stephens doesn't think that it is necessary for
corporate sponsors to pay for EWU students to get
in to the series.
"If any student called me because he couldn't

afford the $6 I'm sure we could make an
arrangement," he said. As an example, he pointed
to the Tom Wolfe lecture in which journalism
students were let in free.
Other specific groups have managed to see the
speakers, he said, such as the. biotechnology
students when Crick was here and creative writing
students when author a_nd rabbi Chaim Potok spoke.
Despite the exceptions, even Stephens thinks that
more students should be able to see the speakers.
But he points the · responsibility of making that
possible to someone else.
Step~ens thinks that Associated Students should
get involved in the ABC series if students want to
see these speakers. For what he called "a token
amount" of AS money, Stephens thinks that
students could be let in to the breakfasts free of
charge.
This . year AssocJated Students spent $14,130 on
guest speakers. Criminologist Dan Muldea, the
author of Midnight Express Billy Hays, and Sarah
Weddington, former Presidential aide and attorney
in the Roe v. Wade Supreme Court abortion decision
are a few of the speakers brought by AS this year. _
Compare that $14,130 Associated Students spent
this year on guest speakers to the $38,000 they set up
as a loan to get the Aquila yearbook started this
year.
With $38,000, the Associated Students could have
paid for thi.; year's ABC series three times.
Students need to be able to s~ the tremendous
speakers that the Academy of Business Program
brings to EWU. Associated Students should take a
look at their priorities and realize that involvement
with the ABC Program will be beneficial to students
who won't be able to see speakers of this caliber
anywhere else.
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Katie Kelley, Brad Muller, Don Sc!taplow, ·Mary Kay White, Mary AM Morrow, Kathy Pring, Paul Mueller, Molly lksic,
Vicki Drake, Colleen Casey, Ph!:... Utor: Steve Wilson, Ad,ertisiq MUiier: Tracy Lampman, A4"-ri: Bob Alber,
Dave Bennett.
· The Easterner is published weekJy during the school year by Eastern Wahington University and is printed by Times
Publishing C.O., Davenport, WA. Cootent and editorial opinion arc not necessarily the v.iew of either the Associated Student
Body or the University. Addres.1 correspondence, typed and double spaced. to The Easterner, · Hargreaves Hall, Eastern
Wahington University, Cheney, WA 99004 and include name, address and phone number. Due to space limitations, The
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on typing test
Eastern Washington University being a four
year college, the students and their parents
have felt confident that the curriculum it
offers is competent for the education of its
students.
Once again you cannot believe everything
you read. When a students enrolls at Eastern,
there is no guarantee he may not have to
attend another school in order for him to
qualify for graduation. This all may sound
strange, but such is the case for many
Organization and Mass Communication majors. This department requires all its students
to either pass a typing test or take a typing
class, this class is also mandatory if the
student fails to pass the typing test. It should
not be overlooked that Eastern does not even
offer such a typing class.

Would it seem logical that if typing is
considered such an important area for higher
advancement in the business world, that a
school dedicated to higher education as
Eastern would feel somewhat less if such a
course was left out of their curriculum.
What about the student on financial aid or
student given grants to attend Eastern. They
may not be able to afford attending another
school for this class. Does this mean these
students are not allowed to graduate? Does
the school have the right to force its students
to enroll for classes at different schools.
If students in Communications are required
to take typing then the department should also
have such a _class. Because this class is not
offered at Eastern, the class should be
recommended, not required.
Kevin Kochen

Org. Mass Comm.

on Albrecht and Smith
While Eric Albrecht speaks of .princesses
with little poles running up their dresses, at
least they had SOME action.
As for his empty barrel of journalistic
talents, there is a place he could run up his
newspaper article. Of course, since he spends
so much of his time watching -boring concerts
and retaliating against young children, he
probably doesn't have time to.
Why was Albrecht standing, watching the
parade in the first place? Does he need any
help packing for his trip to the suburbs?
•-As for Steve (Cosell) Smith, maybe if he'd
take that size 14 helmet off, his brain could get
some air and grow to commensurate propor-

tions with his head. His brain must really feel
like a mushroom!
One gets the impression that all the Eastern
sports program needs is about five more Steve
Smith types to solve their woes. I think his
habit of continually downgrading and _belittling the sports teams, i.e. "Eastern's baseball
team ended the season looking like a drowned
rat," possibly indicates on his part the fact
that his only talent is no talent.
Steve, why don't you give us something to
think about? Why don't you find another
forum for your sour grapes.
Bob A. Ogletree
EWUstudent

Logic of buildup questioned
bv Dong Gehring
Special to the Easterner

Opinions differ over whether
the United States or the Soviet
Union is ahead in the nuclear
arms race. While experts argue
over "megatonage" and "firststrike capabilities," a 'basic reality of t~e neclear age, the likelihood of a holocaust beyond
human comprehension, becomes
obscured. Western civilization
would be utterly destroyed; according to the "nuclear winter"
theory, life itself might be extinguished on the planet. There
would be no winners.
No sane government would
even contemplate a surprise attack for geopolitical gain. U or
when the unspeakable happens, it
will be an accident.
Reagan declared .in 1981 that
America had fallen dangerously
behind in the nuclear arms race.
The Administration maintained
that our - nuclear arsenal was
becoming obsolete, and that
America ha~ grown increasingly
vulnerable to Soviet attack.
The Administration also"decided the United States needed the
capability to· fight a limited nuclear war. They wanted weapons
accurate enough to target Soviet
missile silos, giving us the ability
to retaliate without having to
destroy Soviet cities and so provoke an all-out nuclear exchange.
The Pershing 2, Trident submarine, and MX missle have that
capability, but they also can be
used to launch a first-strike.
The United States is not behind

in nuclear weapons. Now as in
1980, we have numerical and
technical superiority in nuclear
warheads including intercontinental nuclear missiles.
The American arsenal is not
vulnerable to a first-strike. ·A
Soviet assault would be very hard
to coordinate against even our
land-based missiles. A number of
our bombers would certainly survive, and our s~bmarines are
virtuallY. invulnerable to any surprise attack. A single Poseidon
submarine can destroy 224 Soviet
cities, and a single Trident submarine can destroy 408 cities.
As of 1984 we had 5,728 missiles
based on submarines.
The notion that a limited nuclear war can be fought is a
dangerous self-delusion. Once a
war turns nuclear, the imperative will be to destroy enemy
missiles before they destroy
yours. The time for negotiation
will be past.
Type of missile, not the number, presents the greatest threat.
The new American first-strike
weapons are extremely dangerous, or in nuclear parlance, "destabilizing."
The Soviets, largely dependent
on their land-based warheads,
are more vulnerable to a firststrike. tn a confrontation, the
Soviets may decide to launch first
rather than risk having their
missiles destroyed on the ground.
Land-based intercontinental
warheads need only about 20
minutes to reach their destinations. Submarine-launched missiles need less time, and" the new

After Frederickson?
J~ for EWU president
by Jess Walter
Associate Editor

I was combing my teeth when it hit me. I had tooth paste in
my hair. Also I realized that I was the perfect candidate for the
soon-to-be vacant Eastern Washington University president
position.
Most people thought that after my stunning defeat in the
Associated Student elections last quarter my political career
was in as good a shape as Elvis Presley.
But I understand now that my only problems were that: 1) I
didn't reach high enough, 2) I didn't have large enough goals
and 3) Nobody voted for me.
If I were university president I would make some really,
really big changes. I wouldn't try getting into_the Big Sky
Conference anymore. Who needs Weevil State or Boise Scout
State or the Montana State Sheep-chasing Bobcats?
We should go for the Big 10! Anybody on full scholarship
should have to ..get smacked around by 320-pound Steroidmobiles from Michigan and Ohio once in a while. Big, big, big.
University presidents must think big.
We should stop fiddling around with Spokane Center
buildings too. Let's buy the whole town! If someone named
Baghwan can get his own town, EWU should be able to get one
too. I'd like to see the Union Gospel Mission made into a
fraternity house -- -Kappa Bottla Wine. Cavanaugh's Inn at the
Park -- that could be the new Easterner office, and everyone
in Showalter Hall could be given a small office at Dick's.
It may be difficult talking_the board of truste~s or trustles or
turtles or whatever they're called into appointing me
president. That's where I need your help.
All of you must run naked through Showalter Hall singing
"Seasons in the Sun."
Not really. What you can do is write to the trustees saying
what a tremendous president I would be. Here is some of my
experience:
I was president of guys-with-sleepies-in-their-eyes-all-day
anonymous, one of the first kids on my block to inject heroine
and marbles into my forehead and a fine third baseman on my
high school's football team.
In college, I have maintained a grade point average,
attended several classes and distinguished myself in the areas
of transcendental-mind-bending-neo-dirt-clod poetry and writing without using words. ·
An area that has largely been ignored by Eastern is fishing
lures. I will continue to ignore that area if I become president.
I won't, however, ignore the students. Already I'm working
closely with student leaders to organize charity events to help
the students.
Ramen-Aid will help provide each student with enough Top
Ramen, Snack Ramen and Atomic Ramen to feed Asia for 12
years.
Spam-Across-Cheney will help students who normally would
have to eat their macaroni and cheese without Spam to enjoy
that tasty delicacy.
So, remember, starfish make bad pets and even worse
casseroles.

Pershing 2 missiles could decimate Soviet targets in only six
minutes.
Consequently, both sides are
becoming more dependent on
satellites and computers to detect
and respond to attacks. This
dependence increases the possibility that a computer malfunc:
tion could trigger retaliation to a
non-existent attack. One close
call came in 1975 when a burst in
the trans-Siberian oil pipeling
was misread by our satellites as
a massive missile launch. Fortunately, it did not occur during a
period of high tension between
the United States and the Soviet
Union. Soviet computer technology is considered so inferior to
that of the United States that
some have suggested sharing our stance to this university then systematically began to tear it
technology to prevent a tragic apart. Over the past couple years, Frederickson has been buildmistake.
ing a university of fluff. With
of great exoteric props, he
President Reagan has drawn has attracted a lot of attention and been burdened with a great
an analogy between our present deal of responsibility, responsibility he has not recently been
situation and the 1930s, when
able to handle. In evidence of this is the recent cancellation of
Allied unpreparedness allowed
the rise of Hitler and precipitated the audio engineering program that has turned away students
World War II. A more appro- who traveled from as far away as Canada only to find Eastern
priate comparison would be with cannot accommodate them.
World War I, when a large
It cannot be said Frederickson's leaving is at the best of times,
arms buildup and interlocking that would have been two or three years ago, but with the
alliances let a spark set off the ' upcoming EWU 2000 effort, this is perhaps a more opportune
Great War. But historical parallels fail to address the unique time than others to announce his plans of leaving. Considering
threat of nuclear destruction. As the timing of his announcement (just before summer break), it is
Albert Einstein said, the atomic fitting for him to stay on next year, allowing full student and
bomb has "changed everything faculty participation in the selection of a new president.
but the ways of men's thinking."
As.for the effort of finding a new president, it has been said
We already have the capacity by Board of Trustee Chair Jean Beschel that the replacement
to destroy every major Soviet should be someone just like Frederickson. It is true that it should
city 35 times. And as Winston be someone aggr~ive 1md progr~ive, but this time let's throw
Churchill said, more weapons
only give us the ability "to make in a little respoiisiven~, heed and cooperativen~ to boot. The
king is dead, let us not revive him in just another face.
the rubble bounce."

Frederickson from page 4 - use
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Marty don't know
how to find a job
after.graduation
by Chad Hutson

News Editor

For student/mother DeTraot
graduation is extra-special
by Chad M. Hutson

was the first with schoolwork
after that," she said. But DeTrant admits that those priorities
For most graduating seniors,
gave her much anxiety during
college has meant sacrifices in
her school career.
order to' earn a degree. But for
"There were many nights that I
mothers who go to school, the
wouldn't get done studying until
sacrifices are even greater.
three or four in the morning
Thirty-year~ld Kathy DeTrant
because I spent the earlier hours
is graduating this spring with a
with my daughter," said Dedegree in technology design, a
Trant.
'1
field largely dominated by males,,
On top of being a full-time
and with a physical disability and
mother, De'l'rant says her chosen
a four-year~ld child she has
field of technology design is also
found college life to be full of its
very demanding of her time.
ups and downs.
"I flt in well with this type of
"I knew I couldn't make ends . work because of my background
meet without some type of formal
in the military in engineering, but
education and I needed to provide
this is always something that has
for Jessica and me," said Depiqued my interest and I have
Trant.
always wanted to excell at a
News Editor

DeTrant, who quit high school
to join the army, started college
in 1983 when her daughter, Jessica, was only 18-months~ld. DeTrant was medically discharged
from the army with severe knee
damage resulting from an automobile accident.
"i' had everything against me
. when I started ;school, I'm just
glari I had som~·good family and
friends to help rpe get through it
all," she said. ·
DeTrant found that school
wasn't as hard as setting time
aside for both school · and he~
daughter.
"I bad to set priorities and Jess
' ,. . .., ..••• ◄ • ,j
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man's work,'' said DeTrant.
The male-dominated field of
her chosen major hasn't deterred
DeTrant. In fact, she says it
might have even encouraged her
to prove he~lf just that much
more.
"It has been tough work and at
times very disappointing when
employers close their door on you
because you're a woman - and a
woman with a disability has even
a less chance of landing a good
job,'' she said.
That didn't stop DeTrant, however. She stayed up studying late
at night while being a mother in
the daytime and perservered

through what she calls "some
real rough times in my life."
DeTrant recalls several times
she almost threw in the towel and
quit school, but her drive to
continue has paid off.
DeTrant will start work for
Boeing International in Renton,
Wash. this August.
"You work so hard to get that
degree sacrificing everything
and then to have the icing on the
cake with a job like this makes it
all worthwhile," she said.
DeTrant admits that the move
to Renton will mean a change of
lifestyle, but it's one she has been
looking forward to for a long
time.
"Jessica and I will finally be
able to live a little nicer than in

In two weeks, seniors, with
diplomas in hand, will enter the
job market in search of that
perfect career. ·
However, Mal McDonald
thinks Eastern students aren't as
prepared as they could be.
McDonald was the director of
CAREERS, a Spokane centerbased group, that offers assessment and recommendations on
,jobs. He has since become actintl
director of Continuing Education
at EWU and says both jobs have
opened his eyes up to some
problems among graduating seniors.
"I'm finding that many seniors
don't know, I mean really don't
know how to go out and get a
job,'' said McDonald.
By using organizations like
CAREERS, the career planning
and placement office and help
from teachers and deans,
McDonald said students have a
better chance of lan~g a job if
they know what to expect and
know how to go after it.
"When students would come
into my office I would always ask
them if their true interests were
reflected in their majors and in
many cases I heard they were
not," he said.
McDonald said that it isn't
necessarily bad to find out your
degree doesn't represent your
·true career desires, but added,
"this late in life you need to have
some direction."
He said many groups - on and
off campus - can help seniors
find their "niche" in the world of
careers but said graduates need
to be flexible.
"Too many seniors get fixed on
just one type of job; they all have

the pasi and it has come from
support of my family and
friends,'' she said.
DeTrant 's mother graduated
from EWU in 1972 and her
grandmother went to EWU when
it was Cheney Normal, "so
there's a lot of tradition behind
me graduating and that also
served as. an extra push for me
when I needed it," said DeTrant.
The mother/student said she
will feel a big sigh of relief when
she gets her diploma and added
that she hopes all the "to be"
seniors-Will realize their goals of
education are worth it and to not
give up.

that dream job in mind, but wake
up and realize some sacrifices
might have to be made for a
while,'' said McDonald.
Being happy in a particular job
is also important, McDonald
added, saying that happiness on
the job is very important in
succeeding.
McDonald said he sees many of
the same problems for seniors
when they start looking for jobs.
'' A lot of them seem to have
this know-it-all attitude and you
can't have that and expect to get
a job," he said.
McDonald added that being
flexible with your job, making
sure to sell your good points and
doing job research wiU help your
chances. He said probably the
biggest problem is overcoming
the interview fears and being
able to go into an interview with
confidence.
The Career Planning and
Placement office on campus ~ets
up interviews throughout · the
year,for Eastern students, allowing them to get an idea about the
job future of their chosen field
and enabling the interviewer to
experience a real interview.
Ethyl Deaver, education placement officer at Eastern, says the
interviews held on campus prove
to be very successful for both the
employer and the students.
"The employer gets an idea of
what type of graduate to expect
from Eastern anc the student
gets a chance to see what the
employer is looking for," said
Deaver.
Employers, generally, do not
look at a degree from one university over another, said McDonald. The degree makes its best
use when the student uses it, he
added.

Kathy DeTrant and her daughter Jessica
.
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Cheney artist Judy McMillan brin~
elements of nature to her works
By Mary Kay White

Judy McMillan, a Cheney
artist widely known for her finely
detailed and precise renderings
of life filled with wonders from
the forest floor, will have her
work featured this week and next
week in Spokane.
.
"I want to share a close up
view of this area because I grew
up in this playground of nature,"
explained the artist.
"I grew up on a family farm
around buttercups, pine needles,
bark, trees and grass. I enjoy
painting with precision the fine
details of the forest floor," McMillan said.
Bringing the element of discovery into the viewers mind is
a central theme that McMillan
carries through to her work about
her feelings of life.
"I want people to enjoy the
emotional surge that comes with
discovery,'' she explained.
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Included in McMillan's work
are miniatures that are randomly
placed beside a pine needle,
below a butter cup or among a
field of grass. And numerous
discoveries there are. There are
tea kettles, words, animals,
houses, furniture, horses, people,
woodstoves, and a whole array of
other interesting objects.
"People form their own narration of a story drawing from what
they see," McMillan explained.
"For instance, the mathematician may see the numbers, the
mother, the child, the animal
lover, the horse and the child the
toys."
,
Because different people have
different collective memories,
McMillan's pictures are a host to
a world of individual creativity .
The artist enjoys seeing her work
spark the imaginative memories
of her viewers along with sharing '
a part of herself. She says that
through her work she would like
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to remove her audience from
their present concerns and provide a moments rest.
Employed as a graphic artist at
Eastern 's Instructional Media
Center, McMillan feels, "It's not
as enjoyable as working for
myself, but I am able to utilize
the precision and techniques necessary for my work."
Storyboard, posters, bar
graphs and ads filJ McMillan's
time at the IMC. She said it is a
challenge to make a half hour to
four to five hours a day available
to draw on her own because of all
the other commitments in her
life .
" It's very difficult to put a
price tag on a piece of work that
you have spent hours on and
consider as an extension. of yourself," she explained.
McMillan admits the hardest
part about being an artist is the
business side. Depending upon
the size and time involved with
individual pieces, a buyer can
purchase one of her pieces from
anywhere between $150.00 and
$2,000.00.
Jtidy is working hard these
days because through June 13, 37
or 38 new pieces of work that
have never been shown before
will be featured in a one-artist
show at the Chase Gallery in
Spokane's City Hall.
The gallery is located at West
~ Spokane Falls Boulevard. Her
work has also been featured in
galleries including the YWCA
Eugenia Stowe Gallery in Spokane, in WSU CUB Gallery, in the
Cheney Cowles Museum and in
the 1429 Gallery in San Francisco, Ca.
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Reflections from a Universal Mirror
Hate,
I have seen.
Love,
I have lacked.
Envy,
dressed in green
passed
through a shadow, black.
"Help,"
often I cried.
"Please, "
"look, " I've lied.
Two
roads, one .wide.
Each
foot, side by side.
Sign.
Do not enter.
Frightening
like the deep winter.

stubborn willed cancer..
SURVIVED.
Faith, stopped the process.
Death.
Suffered many losses.
Beneath
the shell and walls,
came forth to the calls.
"Steer,"
into the direction of hope.
"Hold"
tight, the rope.
"Wait,"
Hea ven nods when
you
meet your true self.
"Peace,"
will find you then .....

Analyzed.
Insecure. correct answer?
Appeared,

Denise Yun ,
EWU student

®

June 5 ·- 12 •• 11 p.m. - 2 a.ID.
Any 12-inch, two-item pizza, only .$5.15!
Got those study-all-night Finals Week
Blues? Domino's Pizza has all the
answers. June 5 - 12 between 11 p.m.
and 2 a.m., we are offering any
12", two-item pizza for only $5.15!

Our drivers carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

235-2000
1879-1 st St.
Cheney

~1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

011rf,,11
~

No coupon necessary.
Not good with any other offer.

■.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.
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Black studies from page 1 - - - - - - - -

Camera, action!

be replaced.
" We hope that by 1987-88 we
will be able to fill these vacant
positions on a selected basis ,"
Katz said. " We will also try to fill
positions when they become vacant. ''
Katz could not say how soon the
positions in the Black Education
Program would be filled . He
admits the university 's policy is
leaving some departments, such
·as Black Education, shorthanded, and other departments
with a surplus, but he does not
believe that EWU will suffer as a
whole.
'' Everything is shrinking a
bit," he said. "Students don't
have as many options but the
basic program is as strong as it
ever was.''
Meanwhile, the Black Education Program makes due with
what they have in an attempt to
provide a good college experience for Eastern's black students, said Boateng.

photo by Steve Wilson

wtern student and KHQ-TV reporter Wayne Haverley spent
a sunny Tuesday afternoon shooting film around campus.

Workshop nex( month
to feature excerpts of
opera 'Albert Herring'
On Monday,.June 2, at 8 p.m. in
the Music Building Recital Hall,
the EWU Opera Workshop will
present an evening · of scenes,
highlighted by an excerpt from
Benjamin Britten's .Albert Herring.
The opera, written in 1947, is
concerned with the conflict between youth and the establishment. .The leading citizens of a
small English town meet to elect
a May Queen - but no girl is
sufficiently virtuous in their eyes
to deserve this honor, being
disqualified by such grave offenses as opening the door to the
postman wearing a nightgown.
Finally one citizen suggests that
the position be changed to that of

"May KING," and that simpleminded goody-goody Albert Herring, a bag boy in the local
grocery, be chosen. This is accepted as a wonderful idea, and
then the fun really begins.
Cast members of Albert Her~
ring include Anne Thurman,
Martha Pendell, John Goux,
Scott Jamison, Julie Harris, and
Tom Lyda; accompaniest is Dr.
James Edmonds, and the scene is
staged by Opera Workshop Director Dr. Karen Noble. Performing in other scenes on June 2 will
be Sarah Dudley, Chris Patterson, Randy Fisher, and Kathy
Gance, with pianist Kathy Fisher. Admission is complimentary.

The program tries to ensure
adequate recruitment of black
students around the area and
develops strategies and programs to keep them in school ,
Boateng said.
The program 's black studies
curriculum is open to any Eastern student and is highly recommended by Boateng.

made aware of black history but
the black studies courses at
Eastern have filled that gap
for him .
" You always eventually have
to deal with the black and white
issue," he said, " The black studies program gives you the opportunity to deal with it in historical
perspective." ·
Graham 's wife, Billie, a sophomore looking at education as a
field of study, says that the
program giv.es black students
some sense of how they fit as
black people in society.
"If you know your history, you

can understand your present,''
she said.
Owen Chambers, vice president of the Black Student Union,
and a senior majoring in special
education, praises the services
like tutoring and general advising, that the program offers
black students on campus. Students are also given help in
finding summer employment or
permanent jobs for when they
graduate, said Chambers.
Chambers believes that black
students would benefit by getting

involved in the program.
" I think every black student on
campus should take a black
studies course. It 's important for
them to understand their culture
and th e ir background ," said
Chambers .
There are currently 115 black :
students enrolled at EWU out of a ·
total enrollment of 7,238 students,
according to statistics released
from the Registrar 's office. Boateng said that Eastern 's retention
of black students for 1985 was 70
percent compared to the Univers·ity's 71 percent retention rate as
a whole. Boateng feels that it is
the strong program that keeps
the retention rate so high, although he sadly predicts a lower
figure in upcoming year because
of lack of staff.
" We look forward to filling the
positions to maintain our
strength as an autonomous unit in
the state of Washington," he said.
Boateng admits that it might
appear cheaper to combine all
minority programs under one
program as other state universities have done . However, he
doesn't think it would save money

-

" The Black Studies curriculum
is a presentation of a whole new
world view which, to some extent, is different from the traditional Euro-centric world view
presented in traditional classes,''
he said. "The black experience
is a vital part of the human
experience which is the focus of
higher education."
Boateng says that black studies
center on an Afro-centric world
view based on African sensibilities. He said that this view is
more "holistic" than the Eurocentric world view. He stressed
that the curriculum was not just a
''history of blacks.''
Boateng hopes that every Eastern student will take at least one
or two black studies courses.
Some of these courses fulfill the
University's cultural diversity
requirement. He says that it will
prepare students to "face the
multi-cultural world'' in which
they live.
Black students involved in the
Black Education Program have
positive things to say about it.
W.G. Graham, a junior· working toward a gener~l degree
leaving the option open to switch
to communications, says that
when he was younger, he was not

;;t· .
f''
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FeHx Boateng, director of Black Studies.
in the long run and he hopes to
keep the black program autonomous.
Dean Katz pointed out ,
" . .. they pay one director, we
pay three directors. They pay one
secretary, we 9ay three secretaries ... "
But Katz said that the University likes to keep its Indian, ··

Chicano, and Black programs
distinct.
"It allows them to maintain
their identity better,'' he said.
Until the vacant positions on
his staff are filled, Boateng will
act as recruiter and his secretary
will serve as the program's counselor. But Boateng is eagerly
awaiting a full staff.

DAYLIGHT
DONUTS

Now has 13 flavors
of Dreyer's hard
ice cream
VANILLA
ALMOND PRALINE
BLACK CHERRY VANILLA
BUBBLEGUM
CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE A..MOND FUDGE
COOKIES AND CREAM
MINT CHIP
NEW YORK BLUEBERRY·
CHEESECAKE
ROCKY ROAD
STRAWBERRY
RAINBOW SHERBET
TIN ROOF SUNDAE

OPEN

3 A.M.-8 P.M.
MON.-SAT.- ..
•tat . . . .
..

, . ,..

"' ti

..

'

"

FtOATilNG RESfiAURANJ
Steak.- Seafood • Prime Rib
Banquet Facilities Available • 864-2922
Please call for reservations
Blackwell Island ¼ mile south of Coeur d'Alene
Hwy 95 ori Beautiful Lake Coeur d'Alene

Grad student Behrens
givffi bis mom direction
in play 'Night, Mother"
by Kathy Pring
Staff Reporter

Tim Behrens has turned the
tables on his mother, and these
days he's telling her what to do.
A graduate student at Eastern,
Behrens is directing his own
mother in the current Centre
Theatre Group production of
"Night, Mother" in Spokane.
Behrens' mother, Amzie
Strickland, is playing opposite
Lanita Grice in the 1983 Pulitzer
Prize winner for drama, by
Marsha Norman.
Strickland is a professional
actress with 45 years experience
in radio, television, theatre, and
motion pictures. She currently
lives and works in Hollywood, CA
but ca:111e to Spokane to work
professionally with her son for
the first time. Her appearance is
made possible by a special guest
artist contract with the Actors'
Equity Association. The Spokane
Arts Commission provided a
$3,500 grant to bring Behrens'
mother to Spokane from L.A.
Grice is known around Eastern
as an owner and operator of the

Behrens calls the theme ''socially relevant.''
''The play gets very close to the
thinking and the emotions of a
person who's going to commit
suicide,'' he said.
According to Behrens, the
play's theme is rooted in its
author's own "quest for autonomy." Marsha Norman is the
youngest of six girls and understands "the struggle of being
overwhelmed by family .. .
drained by family until the point
of not being accepted."
The audience is offered a discussion period with the cast and
director after each performance.
Behrens said that of the first four
nights, two had very good discussions, and two were sparsely
attended.
"I can't pinpoint that one performance did something and another didn't,' ' Behrens said.
"Night, Mother" sparked Behrens' interest wher. he saw a
production of it in Seattle. Its
performances sold out in Seattle,
New York, and Los Angeles.
"Yet in Spokane it's kind of

'My goodness, the lights go down at the
end and you hear people sobbing into their
.handkerchiefs.'
-Amzie Strickland
Espresso Bar on the PUB's main
floor . Her goal is to become a
professional actress.
The play focuses on an evening
at home with a mother and
daughter. The daughter, played
by Grice, tells the mother, played
by Strickland, that she is going to
commit suicide at the end of the
evening.
"The play is about what happens that night between daughter
and mother," said Behrens, "It
all comes out as they make
contact."
And the characters do make
contact.
The play is a non-stop conversation between mother and
daughter. Within about an hour
and forty-five minutes, two different realities clash, yet grow
closer, as the topic of suicide is
hashed out before the eyes of the
audience.
Behrens does not cut any corners in giving the play realism.
There is no fake scenery painted
on bulky flats, no rubber trees
planted center stage. Instead the
set is very real including all the
features of a real home.
Exceptional performances by
both Strickland and Grice round
out the play's realism . The audience almost forgets that they are
watching two actresses on a
stage. It's as if they are eavesdropping on a private conversation while peeking in from a back
room.

risky," said Behrens referring to
Spokane's conservative n~ture,
"It's not exactly family entertainment."
Centre Theatre broke away
from its traditional dinner
theatre format because of the
play's strong subject matter.
"My goodness, the lights go
down at the end and you hear
people sobbing into their handkerchiefs," said Strickland.
Grice says that she shares the
emotions with the audience,
"You get to get out all the
emotions you don't ordinarily
express."

Behrens is a graduate student
at Eastern working toward his
MFA in creative writing. His
major emphasis has been play
writing. This is not his first
experience with Centre Theatre.
He directed "Talking With" last
fall and acted in "Father's Day"
following that. Besides that, he is
the theatre group's business
manager.

108 College St. 235-6531 .
Around tlM «KMr lrom old location

can be purchased at the theatre
or at the M&M Coliseum Box
Office. The play will also have
three performances in Idaho in
June at the Panida Theatre in
Sandpoint. For more information , call 624-ARTS .

" It taught me a lot of discipline . .. There's nothing like
deadlines to get you writing and
keep you writing," Behrens said.
He has also taught courses at
Eastern including undergraduate
creative writing and critical writing. This will be Behrens' last
quarter as an instructor r however.

1808 Second St. Cheney (next to Jarms Hardware)

YOUR COMPLETE

VIDEO
STORE

VCR SALES AND RENTALS
HUGE MOVIE SELECTION
ALL THE LATEST RELEASES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

While Behrens is not sure what
he will do after he gets his
degree, he would like to keep
writing and directing . He says
that most of his plays are "still in
the fledgling stage" but he did
take first place two years ago at
the Civic Theatre for a one-act
play written for a Playwrights
Forum Festival.
The Centre Theatre Group
works in cooperation with the

...

235-4253
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GRADUATION PORTRAITS
20% OFF
A treasured keepsake ... or a great gift
for parents. You receive proofs and one
8x10.

Sudden Exposure Photography

313 W. 5th at Washington

235-2735

Offer good till May 31. 1986

911 1 sf St

235-84,05

--------------------~
I Zip's
I
I

2 bdrm. apts. now available. Many with
summer rates. $285 mo. & up.
1 bdrm. trailer with washer/dryer. $150/mo.
2 bdrm. duplex,
appliances including
washer/dryer. $275 mo. for summer.
2 bdrm. apt. in private home. $300 mo.
4 bdrm house near campus. $450 mo.

1902 1st

Earl l. Hilton
REAL ESTATE

I

I

FOR RENT

IS OPEN AT ITS

NEW LOCATION!

Eastern Washington University
Foundation, it's fiscal agent, to
present "Night, Mother." The
theatre is located at 123 S. Madison in Spokane.
Performances are at 8 p.m. and
will run through June 14. Tickets

While going to school, Behrens
worked as a correspondant for
the Spokesman Review. He wrote
features, visual arts, and music
critiques .

all

Velo
Sport Cyclery

Photo by Steve Wilson

Tim Behrens with his mother, actress Amzie Strickland.

235-8484

1/2 Pounder
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Large Tater Tot
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$1.39
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Word processing can be easy
even though your computer
might not be user friendly
by Paul T. Mueller
Staff Reporter

"Word processing." Do the
words strike fear into your heart?
Do they bring to mind images of
computer junkies practicing
their mystical arts in front of
flickering screens covered with
unintelligible symbols?
They shouldn't. Word processing is a major advance in the
writing process, comparable to
that of the typewriter over the
pencil. If you do a lot of writing, a
computer set up for word processing can be a real advantage
in terms of speed and convenience. And you don't have to be a
computer genius to use a wordprocessing ·ystem. All it takes is
an open miQ_d and a willingness to
learn a few computer basics.
If it sound~ as though word
processing\ ll))ght be useful to
you, for classwork or for other
purposes, r'ead on for a brief
introduction.
Just.what is meant by the term
"word processing," anyway? Essentially, it means a system for
typing and revising documents
·electronically, using a computer,
so that all necessary changes,
such as additions and deletions,
can be done while the document
is still in the computer's memory.
The computer allows you to get
everything just right, before
printing the document in its final
form. This is a big help if, like
1

most of us, you don't always get
perfect results with your first
draft. It also saves you the
trouble of dealing with typographical errors, and you won't
have to worry about having to
retype entire pages just because
you left out a footnote . Sound.
great? It is.
A word-processing system includes several components. The
most obvious is a computer with
a typewriter-style keyboard and
a video screen on which typed
words appear.
The computer uses a set of
electronic instructions , called
software or a program, to translate the information you type in
the computer into the form you
want that information to take.
Software usually comes in the
form of a "floppy disk," a coated
plastic disk on which programs
are magnetically encoded.
The third component is a data
storage device, usually a disk
drive system. This lets yo,u transfer information from the computer's memory, where it is temporarily stored as you type, to a
floppy disk, where it remains
until you want to retrieve it.
The last component in the
system is the printer, which takes
information stored on a disk and
prints ;t out in final form on
paper. ;'
That'k all fine, you say, but you
don't h~ppen to have a computer
word-processing system sitting

around the house. Ah, but your
university does. There are three
microcomputer labs on campus,
in Kingston Hall, Martin Hall,
and the Computer Science Building, and one at the Spokane
Center.
Each lab is equipped with
computers, disk drives, printers,
and a variety of software, including several different word-processing programs.
The labs are available to students and faculty, for an access
fee of $15 per quarter. This fee
covers the cost of printer paper
and ribbons, software and user's
manuals, and lab assistants who
are available to answer questions
and deal with minor equipment
problems.
OK, you're convinced. Word
processing sounds like just what
you need. How do you get started?
First, pay your access fee. In
return, you get a nifty little green
ID card, and the right to complain about the computers, software, and computer people when
things don't go right.
Second, buy a couple of blank
floppy disks to store your data on.
The Apple computers in the
Spokane Center, CSB, and Martin
Hall labs use 5¼ inch, singlesided / double-density disks .
Check with Academic Computing
for what you need for the Hewlett-Packard ,and IBM computers
in the Kingston lab, and the

dently wipe out a lot of work if
you 're not sure what you're doing.
Once you've decided which

MacIntosh computers at the CSB.
Prices start at about $1.50 per
disk.
Next, get a word-processing
program disk. You can buy one at
a computer store, but the labs
have a wide variety of programs

program to use, you'll need to
" initialize" or "format" a blank
disk so you can store what you're
going to write. Formatting sets
up electronic "tracks" on the
disk; the word-processing program uses these tracks to store
data. Each program requires ·
disks formatted especially for it,
so if you're going· to use more
than one program, you'll need at
least one formatted disk for each
program.
Some of the programs mentioned have formatting instructions
and software built into the program disks themselves; others
require separate program disks
for formatting.
There's really only one way to
learn word processing: use the
word processor. So don't hesitate ·
to get in there and practice on the
computer. If you have any problems, refer to the user's manual
or the "help screens" or tutorials
built into the various programs.
And don't hesitate to ask questions. Many others have been
down this road before you, and
they can be a big help in getting
sh,rted and solving some of the
problems you will encounter.

available for student use at no
charge. These include Microsoft
Word , MacWri te, MultiMate,
Word Perfect, Wordhandler,
SpeedScript, Memo Maker,
WordStar, pfs:Write, and Bank
Street Writer. Not every program
is available for every computer;
check with lab personnel or Academic Computing for more details .
The latter three programs are
available at the Spokane Center
lab. They represent a good crosssection of software, from simple
to sophisticated. Some of their
features will be discussed in a
later article.
User's manuals are available
for these programs; it's a good
idea to read them before starting
out. If you have questions, ask the
Jab assistants; they're there to
help.
If possible, try not to write
anything really important with a
word processor until you're fairly
familiar with the program you're
using. It's not too hard to acci-

RESTAURANT and LOUNGE
at

1.,.

HARBOR CENT-ER

Reservations Accepted
Also Open for Sunday Brun~h-~10 a.m.

/·

1000 West Hubbard,
Coeur 4'Aleae, Idaho 83814
2081664-2115

$2.00 OFF any ~ll;)u.m, tape
,,
or compact·d-lsk.
(Exf;lucllng Hie Items)
J

Mirage Records & Tapes
N. 3916 Division 328-1900
N. 222 Post (D9wntown) 747-4286 .
Expires June 15. , _

/
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EWU's 'Fallen Angels'

·

The Eastern Washington University Theatre is currently presenting its 79th regularly scheduled production --Fallen Angels,
a domestic comedy by Noel Coward.
Fallen Angels is set in England
in the mid-205. The play centers
around two English housewives,
Julia Sterroll (Diane Nevins) and
Jane Banbury (Tamera L.
Plank) who become bored with
their respective marriages after
the initial period of fire and
passion. The two upstanding women receive news that a man
with whom they were both in love
with, Frenchman Maurice Duclos ( Guy Rademacher), is going
to pay them a visit. The story
then revolves around their rapid
spiral down trom their respectable roosts, by means of anxiety,
jealousy, guilt and desire, until
they have revealed every blemish of their personalities.
This all happens while the

women's husbands, Fred Sterroll
(Alex Bryant) and Willy Banbury
(Brady Leet) are away for the
weekend. The husbands return to
a big mess, and a series of
misunderstandings proceed to
confound the situation totally.
The only cool head left on stage at
this point is the housemaid, Saunders (Yvonne Williams). Saunders, with her arrogant, know-itall aloofness contrasts the bumbling wives well.
How these two "fallen angels"
recover face, if at all, can only be
understood by seeing the play
yourself.
The acting and script of Fallen
Angels are too dramatic to be
realistic, but perhaps that is what
makes it entertaining. And entertaining it is if light comedy is
your bag. Fallen Angels is almost
a mixture of daytime soap operas
and Lucille Ball set in the mid205 -- well almost. The last three
performances of Fallen Angels
can be seen on May 29, 30 and 31.
There is no charge for EWU
students.

Campus job guidelines given
As summer approaches, there
are students from other colleges
returning home and looking for
jobs. The Student Employment
Office at Eastern has policies
·designed to address the question
of employment eligibility this
summer.
In order to be eligible to work
on the Eastern campus during
the summer of 1986, · a student
must be able to meet one of the
following requirements:
- New incoming students MUST
show evidence they have applied
for admission and have made the
required $50 deposit.
- Returning students who were
enrolled full-time during Spring

Quarter AND have pre-registered must show hard copy evidence
of the classes for which they have
registered.
- Returning students who were
enrolled full-time during Spring
Quarter but have not been able to
pre-register (and who give us
verbal assurance they will be
registered full-time Fall Quarter) will be considered eligible.
- All exceptions to the above are
to be referred to Gloria Grant or
Skip Amsden.
These procedures have ~n
established to give employment
priority to Eastern students, in
accordance with Board of Trustees policy.

Two student slots open
for Pakistan exchange
by Katie Kelly
Staff Reporter

Two student exchange positions at the University of Peshawar in Pakistan are open to
Eastern students for the 1986-87
school year.
The positions, offered through
the Extended Programs office
will have all fees waived. Financial aid can be applied toward the
positions.
The university offers a full
academic curriculum and the
program is especially beneficial
to those who are majoring in
government, archaeology, and
history said Dr. Ernie Gilmour,
chairman of the geology department.
Gilmour taught at the University of Peshawar during the

1980-81 school year. According to
Gilmour, living expenses run
from about $50 to $100 a month.
The University of Peshawar is
a residential university where

almost everyone lives on campus. The campus has its own
shopping centers, banks, and
restaurants. The population of
the university is about 15,000
people.
While two Eastern students
study at Peshawar, there will be
two Pakistan students spending
the academic year at Eastern.
Those interested in finding out
more about the Pakistan exchange program contact Berta
Tatt in 209 Hargreaves, or call
359-2402.

RAINBOW INT'L CARPET DYEING
AND CLEANING CO.
- EWU STUDENT SPECIAL

.

• CARPET CLEANED•
LIVING ROOM AND HALL $24.95 (SAVE $10.00)
EACH ADDITIONAL ROOM
$7.00 EACH (SA VE $16.50)

CALL.. TODAY 235-8912
/
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Essayist
'Angles' combines to read in
soaps, Lucille Ball ·Spokane
by ,B rad~uller
Staff Reporter

•'

'

The Easterner

tomorrow
Elisabeth Hyde, a Seattle fiction writer and essayist will
present a public reading from her
novel, Her Native Colors, on the
fourth floor mall of the EWU
Spokane Center at 1st and Wall,
Friday, May 30, at 8: 00 p.m.
Ms. Hyde's works have appeared in various national publicatio~s, and her first novel, Her
Native Colors, is being published
by Delacorte Press this month; a
second novel, Monoosook Valley,
is in progress (also to be published by Delacorte Press). She had
pursued an educaiton and a career in law before deciding to
write full-time. After leaving a
law practice in Washington, D.C.,
where she worked as a trial
attorney in the antitrust Division
of the U.S. Department of Justice, she moved to Seattle in
June, 1982, to pursue her writing
career.
.
Her short fiction work entitled
"Cry Uncle" appeared in Mademoiselle, August 1976, and won
first prize, College Fiction
Award.
Admission is free for the reading and open to the public.

LW
6
4
1
2
13
3
8
14
11
9
1

16
5
IO

15
17

Weeks On
The Charts
Title
15 Storey Halo
3
Don't Run Wild
5
Two Divided by Zero
5
Walle Like An Egyptian
4
2
A Good Heart
Out of Mind, Out of Sight 8
Female Intuition
3
3
Le~
R~ian Reggae
2
Roll Over
3
4
Lover Come Back
I
Like Wow Wipeout
Blister In The Sun
2
West End Girls
8
Nowhere Girl
3
Where Do The Children
Go?
2
1
Revolution
Female Hands
3
You Make Me Feel So
l
Good
I
Rain

TW
1
2
3
4
5
6

Artist
ABC
The Del Fuegos
The Pet Shop Boys
The Bangles
Feargal Sharkey
Models
1 Maitai
8 The Art Of Noise
9 Nina Hagen
l O The Thompson Twins
11 Dead Or Alive
12 Hoodoo Gurus
13 The Violent Femmes
14 The Pet Shop Boys
15 B Movie
16 Hooters
17 The Thompson Twins
18 The Payolas
19 Book Of Love

20 The Cult

Band audition next week
Auditions for Drum Major,
twirler and Flag Corps will be
held Wednesday, June 4 at 3:00
p.m.
Meet in the Band Room (MB
123) appropriately dressed for
whatever routine is to be performed.
The Dean, School of Fine Arts,
Dr. William Slater, has obtained
monies for a credit at the Univer-

sity Bookstore towards the purchase of books and supplies for
each· member of the 1986 Eagle
Marching Band . Subject, of
course, to meeting attendance
and participation requirements.
The amount of the honorarium is
yet to be determined. We shall be
as generous as possible.
For furtheP information call
the Music Department, 2241.

COLLEGE GRADUATE

MERCHAN:OISING MEMO-RANDUM
· Camp Chevrolet passenger car
merchandising department.
April 16, 1986
TO: ALL COLLEGE GRADUATES
FROM: NORMAN MOSSON!, FLEET SALES MANAGER, CAMP
CHEVROLET
SUBJECT: 1986/87 COLLEGE GRADUATE FINANCE PLAN
As college students across the state prepare to graduate and take jobs
this Spring, Camp ChfJvrolet and GMAC are once again offering them the
opportunity to take advantage ~f the "College Graduate Finance Plan"
sales incentive.
The major plan features are listed bebw:
• Graduat~ is eligible for lowest disco~nt rate available·.
• Graduates may purchase or lease an eligible vehicle.
• Requires a 5% minimum down payment on units purchased.
• Requires graduates to pay registration expense and security deposit
equal to two (2) payments on units leased.
·
• Individuals will be eligible for the plan with!n six (6) months prior to
one (1) year after graduation.

0r

• Graduates must be newly employed, or have a letter of intent from a
prospective employer.
·
_
• Graduates must have no derogatory credit history.
• Graduates may choose one of the following :
- Up to 90 day deferral of first payment
or
.
- a $250.00 non-transferable discount cQupon
The contact is Norman Mossoni at Camp Chevrolet , E. 101 Montgomery ,
Spokane, WA 99220. Telephone -· 509-456-7890.

r
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sports
Mountain West
sets new criteria
for expansion
by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

With the talk of expansion of
the conference being tossed
around from meeting to meeting,
the Mountain West has established a criteria for possible admission to the conference.
The eleven points of the criteria
were approved by the MW AC
Board of Presidents at last
week's joint Big Sky-Mountain
West meeting last week in Spokane . Applicant institutions
would have to meet the guidelines
to become members, which include ;
*Funding for women's athletics
must be comparable to conference members.
*Academic standards must be
comparable to conference members.
*The number of women 's
coaches and their contract terms
must be comparable;
*Must be willing to schedule
home made home series with conference members.
•Must have a long-range plan
for women's athletics.
Of the 11 new standards, the
first two may be the most crucial
for any possible future members,
says Mountain West commissioner, Dr. Sharon Holmberg.
"On most of the criteria, you
can assume if an institution is in
Division 1, they shouldn't have
much trouble meeting them,"
said Holmberg. "The concern of
the presidents is that they meet

.

the first two, funding and ·academics.
The need for expansion of the
Mountain West will occur at the
end of June, when Portland State
University drops out of the
MWAC. The Vikings are leaving
the league because they do not
meet a requirement on the number of sports needed to stay in the
Mountain West .
"The thing that kept coming
forth is that they be comparable
with the rest of the conference
members," said Holmberg. "The
presidents wanted institutions
that could compete on the same
level as the rest of the conference. "
At last account, two institutions
have shown interest in joining the
Mountain West. Holmberg says
the league expects formal applications to come in from the
University of Nevada-Reno and
Northern Arizona University as
soon as they have received formal copies of the new criteria .
" I think that they could become
members," said Holmberg. They
need to indicate that they can
meet the 11 criteria .
"Our biggest concern with
those two, or with any interested
institution, is what their longrange goals for women 's athletics
might be," Holmberg added.
The Mountain West could make
a decision as to expansion as soon
as their next joint meeting with
the Big Sky, scheduled for Reno
in Decemoer.

EWU announces
schedule of 1986 ·
summer camps

•

I

\

I

are just four of the people that influenced Eqle sports this season. Next week, the Easterner
will higbllaht the Y• with "Eagle Athletics 1986 ~ The Year in ReYiew."
Top, tailback Jamie· Townsend. Center left, ,olleyball star Sara Ufford. Center right, pitcher Jim
- - · Bottom, 1uard -Leroy Dean.

Eastern Washington's 1986
summer camp schedule has been
announced and will include 17
camps involving 11 different
sports and activities. Camps are
scheduled to begin June 10 and
conclude August 15.
Six camps are scheduled for
basketball, with two planned for
football. Other camps will include wrestling, volleyball,
.swimming, judo, soccer, athletic
training, dance, gymnastics
coaching and cheerleading.
The EWU summer camp schedule includes:
: Basketball -- Six different
camps . are scheduled and all
'c amps are for boys and girls.
Cost is $205 for resident campers
and $105 for commuter campers
for the week-long session, with
thr~ -day camp costs set at $110
and $70. EWU coaches Joe Folda,
Bill Smith~ters, John Wade and
Fr~ Litzenl>er~r will serve as
head clinicians, with-high school
coaches from throughout the
Northwest assisting.
Football -- Two camps are
scheduled. From June 28 to July
3, the Pacific Coast Football
Camp, designed for all players
other. than lineman, will be directed by Peninsula Hilb- School
coach Karst Brandama and Soult.

Kitsap coach Ed Fischer. The
27-member staff will include
other high school coaches, as well
as college coaches and athletes.
A camp designed just for lineman will be headed by EWU
coach Dick 1A>mes, whose staff
will include EWU coaches Jake
Cabell and Larry Hattemer, as
well as WSU strength coach
Kevinn Graffis .
Both camps are for boys in the
seventh to 11th grades. Costs for
the Pacific Coast camp will be
$200 for resident campers and
$185 for commuters. The lineman
camp costs are $215 and $185.
Wrestling - Joe Gonzales, 1984
Olympic freestyle champion and
1980 NCAA champion, will highlight the June 10 to 15 camp for
boys in grades s-11. EWU coach
Craig Foster will serve as director, with staff members including
North Idaho JC coach John Owen
Othello High School coach Wayne
Shutte and Wenatchee High
School coach Stan Opp. Costs are
$185 for resident an $135 for
commuters.
Gymnastics -- Scheduled for
August 10-15 for girls in grades
eight through 11, a pair of EWU
coaches, current coach Cindy
Halseth and former coach Kathy
(C.C.111■ 1•
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Celtics, wine and Radford content as student,
the Mountain Wem: has left his track life behind
-what a week
by Vicki Drake
Staff Reporter

Interesting letter I got this
week. Very interesting, indeed.
I'd like to take this brief bit .of
space to answer the writer's
charges:
1) The helmet was size 16.
2) Sour grapes make great
wine, and wine helps me write
better.
3) I'm a reporter, not an EWU
cheerleader. I wasn't hired to tell
everyone that a team that is
sucking graham crackers up
their nose through a straw is
wonderful. I deal with the truth,
not fiction.

2 Minute
Warning

First, the Big Sky did not talk
about EWU joining the conference.
Second, the Big Sky did ask
EWU to join them as an affiliate
member in wrestling.
Boy,doesthatmakesense.
It's time for the BSC to stop this
constant confusion. Either they
allow Eastern to join the conference outright as a bonafide member, or they cut off all contact
with EWU and the Eagles go
elsewhere to find membership.
A 20-8 record in basketball
could have qualified the Eagles
for the NCAA basketball championships this season. Or the NIT.
But to do this, they need to get
into ~ conference now, or go back
to Divison 2 or the NAIA.
Big Sky, another conference or
bust. Eastern can't wait much
longer to decide.

Bruce Jenner and world record
holder Daily Thompson may
flash .to mind when mentioning
high jumping 61811 while running
a sub 4: 12 mile. No, neither of
these athletes have been able to
accomplish this feat. However,
one Eastern student, Michael
Radford, has.
You may notice Radford
around campus talking to fellow
friends at Dryden, challenging
the guys to a game of basketball,
lifting weights at the Phase, or
just playing low-key and sitting
back taking in the scene that goes
along with college life. He likes
trying new things and accepts the
challenge well.
Radford came from a family of
seven with a strong history in
athletics. His mother Ursula, a
pentathlete, competed in track in
Germany until World War II
broke out. Longing to still be a
part of the track arena, she came
to the United States where she
coached track in Tacoma. His
brother, Mark Radford, played
basketball for Oregon State Before joining .t he Seattle Supersonics in 1981. His sister also participated in track.
With nearly every family member being involved in athletics to
some degree, he admits part of
his inspiration came from Olympic great Ralph Boston.
"This is perhaps what really
got me into the athletic arena, 11
replied Radford. "I was in my
living room watching the 1960
Olympic Games and a guy by the
name of Ralph Boston won the
long jump at 'l:l feet. My mom
was there and we decided to
measure the distance. It was as
long as our living room . I couldn't
believe someone could jump that
far , II
Radford is very spontaneous
with sports as well as his personal life. He moves from one event
to the next, trying to test his
abilities and see if there's potential. He thrives on challenge,
which makes him unique.
At Nathan Hale High School in
Seattle, he was just beginning to
test his potential. He tried the
high jump and made his best
mark at 6'7", clocked the 800meters in at 1.56.8 while at the
same time ranking third in the
nation for the decathlon.
"I'm a track fanatic . I love to
compete and watch track, 11 said
Radford. "I didn't feel I had

•••

i' '

by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

How good it is to see the Boston
Celtics in the NBA finals.
How good it is to not see the LA
Lakers in the NBA finals.
So who will win? Both the
frontcourts of the Celtics and the
Houston Rockets are great. If
there is an advantage up front,
it's the fact that Akeem Olajuwon
will probably make Robert Parrish wish he were vacationing on
Catalina Island with the General
Hospital crew. However, Larry
Bird will neutralize Ralph Sampson, and everything will be even.
So, the series goes to the team
with the better set of guards, and
that, to Bill Fitch's credit, is the
Celtics . After all, it was Fitch
who built the Boston backcourt.
Problem is, Fitch coaches the
Rockets now.
·
Boston in six.

•••

The Big Sky and Mountain
West conferences wrapped up
their joint meeting last week in
Spokane, and some interesting
things came out of those meetings.

1
•

One thing that didn't come out
of the MWAC meeting was a
decision on the league trying the
three-point shot. It is mandatory
in the NCAA for the men starting
next year; the women's,is optional for experimentation by individual conferences.
The Mountain West decided
they didn't want to try it. I'm sort
of disappointed. I like the threepoint. It opens up a whole new
dimension that the game has
been missing for a long time.

•••

However, the MWAC did do
things that may be beneficial
down the road; they started a
great rumor ~bout the MWAC
and the Big Sky merging (but, as
I said before, I deal in truth. The
rumors can wait) and setting up a
criteria for anyone who wishes to
become members to do so.
The key points and what the
MWAC hopes to gain from the
criteria is best examined by
MWAC commissioner, Dr. Sharon Holmberg.
"I think the conference is looking seriously for any institution
that has an interest in the conference that can be at the same level
as the other conference institutions," said Holmberg. "But they
must be in Division 1, structured
compara'bly with the rest of the
conference members.
"That's the biggest key -- anyone with interest must be comparable with the rest of the
Mountain West," said Holmberg.

(continued on page 15)

enough, so I attended the University of Washington as a walk-on
my first year.''
His style is much like making a
recipe from scratch. He makes
up his mind and throws in a new
event here, drops some, and
continues this pattern throughout
his college career.
·
His first year he placed fourth
in the decathlon in the PAC-8
conference, while high jumping
6'8 11 and trying the long jump,
where he achieved a mark of
22'9". The following year he
proved to be much the same as
the first, however, he was offered
a scholarship to do the decathlon
in which he turned down to
compete in 800-meters.
During his third and fourth
years at Washington, he grew to
love the mile and added this to his
list of events. He set a personal
mark of 4: 12 for himself while
qualifying for nationals in Detroit.
'' As far as my potential in
events, I feel that I didn't reach
it, because I did a combination, 11
said Radford. "l kept moving
from one event to the next. I
never stuck with one event.''
After completing -his athletic
career for the Huskies, he felt he
hadn't done what he wanted to do
in college. "I felt I wasn't able to
train the way I wanted to. 11
"The coaches were into making
us run mileage, 11 said Radford.
"With my attributes I think I
would have done better with a
. little of intervals, sprints and
distance. 11
Before coming to Eastern, he
took some time off from school

and tried a variety of odd jobs
while traveling to Hong Kong,
Tokyo and Saudi Arabia. During
this time, he was able to receive
two coaching jobs, one at Everett
Community College and one overseas in Saudia Arabia.
"I got into coaching because
there wasn 't a lot of support for
athletes. I also wanted to stick
with track ," Radford said.
"Their attitude about athletics is
secondary compared to the United States."
" However, I felt like I belonged
there, and they were very hospitable. I gained a lot of knowledge
about their customs and beliefs,"
said Radford. "It proved to be a
positive and rewarding experience."
After he came back from Saudia Arabia, he was hired by the
Seattle Public Schools as an
instructional assistant, working

with multi-cultural children .
"This job is what tied everything
together for me, and is the reason
I decided to go into elementary
education," said Radford.
"I liked teaching and decided
on education as my second major
while I have my first major in
art, 11 Radford said. "I choose
Eastern because they have one of
the best programs for education."
As far as his future running
career goes, he has made another
switch, from track to 10-kilometer road races. "Road racing
is something you can have fun
with, it's more recreational
whereas track is more competitive. 11
Presently, he is seriously working toward a sub five-minute
pace and training for next year's
annual Bloomsday road race.
With this individual, track will
be a memory lingering in the
back of his mind, as he continues
to explore and excell in new areas
of athletics.

GIVE
1:'HE
'DME
OF
YOUR
T,tFE.
Be a volunteer.

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
student.

-

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Now at the Trailtown Saddlery
We've added
Jim & Dodie's Silverworks

Jaazz Hair Design invites you
to experience a new concept
in color and shine ...
Introducing Cellophanes (a

Custom & Costume Jewelry
Gold - Silver- Casting & Repair
All Your Jewelry Needs in One Corner

SlUDENlS
Greyhound will take your
belongings home for you.

Up to 100 lbs. in WA
$11
Up to 100 lbs. out of
WA$20
Valid Student ID required

Book & Brush
404 First
Cheney
235-4701
Mon. -Sat. 8-6

I

BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED APARTMENTS
New complex is under construction In Cheney, WA.
1 bdrm., rent $209 mo.
2 bdrm., rent $260 mo.
Energy efficient, low utilities-average cost per month: One
bdrm - $35.00; two bdrm$41.00. _Units have deck or
patio. Apply now to secure a
unit and enjoy a brand new
apartm_ent for Sept. 1, 1986,
occupancy.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL:

semi-permanent color)
Jazz up your style with Jaazz!
,,IC

1,,~
~u.V"t

CHENEY REALTY, INC.
235-6191
1823 First Street, - Chaney
Equal Housing Opportunity
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I

"
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235-HOTT (4688)
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Jackson finally hits national
hurdle qualifying standard
By Don Schaplow
Staff Reporter

Five members of Eastem's
men's track team traveled to
Provo, Utah to participate in a

meet at Brigham Young University last Saturday while the Lady
Eagles competed in the Mountain
West Athletic Conference finals
in Moscow, Idaho.
Eagle hurdler Steve Jackson
qualified for the NCAA Track and
Field Championships next month
in Indianapolis. The junior from
Vancouver, Washington toured
the 400 intermediate hurdle
course in 50.51 seconds, a time
good enough to break the NCAA
standard 50.96 and win the event.
"It felt great," ::.aid Jackson of

his race, "I stuttered on the ninth
hurdle though, and if I hadn't I'm
sure I would've been in the 49s."
When asked how he felt about

nationals, Jackson replied, "I'm
really looking forward to it.
There will be some guys in the 49s
but I know I can compete.''
Jackson also qualified for the
T.A.C. championships in Eugene.

Chiefs tab Esdale for
head coaches position

,t'th nationals coming next week.
Jackson will take the weekend off
and high jumper Greg Jones, who
has already qualified for nationals, will compete at Pullman.

by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

"He can give us some stability_
in the coaching position," said
Strumm ... His experience and
The Spokane Chiefs hockey
technical expertise is second to
club has announced the signing of
none.
Peter
Esdale,
a
success
in
the
"Peter's enthusiastic and we
Shot putter Chris Benson took
Diane Bedell highlighted the
Canadian
college
ranks,
as
their
think
he can put a winner on t)ie .
second in his event with a toss of
Lady Eagles' performance placnew
head
coach
for
1987.
ice
for
us," Strumm added.
60-9, just three inches short of the
ing second in the discus with a
Esdale's collegiate coaching
NCAA standard. "It was a great
spin of 141-5. Laurie Anderson
background in both Canada and
throw," said Eagle's coach Jerry
hurled the discus 123-8 to place
the United States is extensive.
Martin. This week Benson will
sixth. Bedell also took fifth in the
After serving two seasons as an
1
try to qualify for nationals in the • shot with a 40-10 h effort.
assistant
at. his alma m~ter,
WSU Twilight Meet.
Terri Amonson and Stormi
Western Michigan, he moved to
Olson placed third and fourth,
the head spot first at American
Thrower Lex Strom placed
In announcing the signing of
respectively, in the javelin.
International University in Masthird in both the hammer and the
Esdale to the position, Chief
Freshman sprinter Amy Hogarth
sachusetts,
then on to Mt. Royal
discus with throws of 193-11 and
general manager Bobb Strumm
placed
sixth
in
the
100
meters
College
in
Calgary
in 1976.
174-0, respectively. "Lex is also
said he felt the selection was the
with a time of 12.66, and the Lady
Esdale returned to the assisclose to nationals," noted Martin
best for the Chiefs.
Eagles' 400-meter relay team
tant
ranks in 1977 at the Univer"He's a winner," said Strumm
came in fifth.
sity
of
Alberta, moving up to a
Chris Violette and Bob Pliler
Tuesday morning. "Peter's been
co-head
coach spot at UA until
placed t~ird and fourth, respecinvolved with winning programs
1980. While at Alberta, the team
tively, iri the 800 meters. "Chris
Coach Jill Duncan was very
wherever he's been."
won
three consecutive Canadian
and Bob did really well considerpleased with this track season .. , . A. " Tb~ Clµefs, h'~d,~°-~ to make
ing they weren't used to the
collegiate
nationalJiockey cbam"It was a great year," said
the announcement of a niw"'coach • '
pionships.
altitude. I was very pleased with
Duncan. "We scored more points
last week, but according to
their performance,'' said Martin,
In 1980, Esdale took over as
that we ever have at finals and
Strumm, the number of applicareferring to Provo's 4,500 feet
head coach of Edmonton's Palwe had fewer people. We did
tions for the head coaches spot
elevation.
housie University, where he was
outstanding, especially for such a
was so great that the team had to
twice
named coach of the year.
young team." Looking ahead to
wait.
This weekend, Violette, Strom,
Since 1984, he has been with
next season, Duncan commented,
But Strumm feels the wait to
Stan Holman, Steve Landro, Phil
Ferris State College in Michigan,
"It'll
be
a
great
year
because
·
announce
it
was
worth
it,
giving
Smithson, Alan Myres, and Pat
moving up to the head spot last
most everyone on this year's
the team more time to pick the
Kostecka will .be just some of the
season.
team will be back.''
best man for the job.
Eagles competing · in the WSU
meet: This will be the last meet
for some of the team members

. ·:~

....

No decision yet on
Seahawks return ·

•:·•::.
• '.❖

r;'.~: ::•:.

by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

•'I,

A decision as to whether or not
the Seattle Seahawks will return
to Cheney for their summer camp
remained a mystery Tuesday as
the Seahawks wait to see if their
new training facility in Kirkland
will be ready in time.
According to Seahawk publicity director Gary Wright, the
NFL team is waiting to see if the
sod that has been laid for their
practice field will take root before making a decision.

The longer the Seahawks wait,
says housing director Darlene
Ritter, the more a problem it
could cause.
"It's not going to be a problem
for our office right away," said
Ritter. "It might cause them
some problems."
According to Ritter, her department is forced to do nothing
while they wait for the Seahawks
to make a decision. Seattle must
inform the university of their
intentions by June 15, one month
before training camp begins.
(continued on page 15)
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When someone in your &mily gets cancer,
everyone in your. family neeoS help.
Nobody knows bener than we do how much
help and understanding is needed for .the family
of a_can~~t:' patient. The pa iem's spouse is under
tremendous stress, ano ·me children are often
forgotten or just plain left out. That's why our service
and reha6ilitation programs emphasize the whole family, not just the cancer patient.
We run local programs nationwide with millions
of vohinteers whose lives have been touched by
family members or friends with cancer or who
•hemselves ar - recovered cancer patients. That's
"hat makes the American Cancer Society one of
~ largest, best motivated and most caring of any
alth organi1.ation in the country.

No one faces
cancer alone.
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We Deliver Heating Oil

Bill's f ILLS
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Congratulations
to the
lennis IM Player
ol the Week
Greg Hales

.
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103 First - Cheney
.J

• ~
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Winner of
- Men's B Singles
- Men's B Doubles
-Mixed·
. B Dol!Jbles
'. .
·•.
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Among our regular services we provide
informati~n and guidance to patients and families,
transpon patients to and from treatment, supply
heme care items. aQQ assist patients in their return
to everyday life.
, ·' · ' ' ·
Life is what concerns us. The life of cancer
p~tients. The lives of the;r families.
So you can see we are even more than the
research organization we are so well known to be.
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Eagle Scoreboard
I

Mountain West Conference
track and field championships
at Moscow, ID

SPORTS SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, MAY 30
Men's track at WSU Twilight
(Pullman)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
Coed track at NCAA Championships (Indianapolis)
THURSDAY,FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
JUNE5,6, 7
Coed track at NCAA Championships (Indianapolis)
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY
JUNE 20, 21, 22
Men's track at TAC Meet (Eugene)

2 IBiilUte

Final Team results
1. Boise State
2. Weber State
3. Montana
4. Montana State
5. Idaho
6. Idaho State
7.EWU
8. Portland State
Sunday'• result■
lOOmetera
1. Debbie Florll:e CBSU>
2. Paula Good <UM>
s. Julie McConnell CBSU)
4. Kris Schmitt (UM)
5. Sera Robitaille CUM)
t. Amy Hopr111 [EWUJ

146
120

115
71
56
50

24
7

Sports briefs-----

DlleUI

1. Dawn DeHart CMSU)

151-5

(new conference record)
' Z. DIIIM 11-a [EWtJ)

HI-I

3. Julie Heibllftl CUD
4. Mickey IOU CISU>
5. Laurie Darrah CMSU>

IIW

t. Lallrie All•HNII [EWUJ

ID-a

Ul-5

S.turday'I naulll
Javelin
1. Sherri Schoenborn CUI)
<new meet record>
2. LaurteDlrrah CMSU)
I. Teri A....... (EWU]
4. SC.ml OIi• (EWUJ
5. Shawana Hanley (UM)
a. DorneU Butler CBSU>

U.18
12.34
12.42
U.55
IUI

Shot put
1. Kate Burto,:i CBSU>
2. Dawn Deffart CMSU)
3. Julie Heibllng CUI)
4. Mickey Hill CISU)
5. Diane Bedell [EWUJ

lZ.N

f ,_Laurie Darrah (MSU>

EWU football recruit Robert
Jefferson has qualified for the
state high school track championships in three events at the
Greater Spokane track and field
championships last weekend.
Jefferson, a senior at Rogers
High School, scored wins in the
100 meters, the long jump and the
triple jump. He was slowed with a
previous hamstring injury, but
still recorded 10.9 in the 100, and
won the jump events on his first
effort in both.

IIH

ITl-10
141-1
lJM~
UM~
117-4
...7.
45-10
44-7~
43-11¾
41-0¼

....

•••

Juniors Jim Robison and Bonnie Erickson have been selected
as the most valuable players for
the men's and women's tennis
teams . Robison recorded a 7-9
singles record, with Erickson
going 8-11 at number three.
The teams most improved
awards went to Kent Barnes for
the men and Gina Comella for the .
women.

~

40-81/4

continued from page 1 3 - - - - - - - - - - -

The major points of the
MW AC's new .. criteria Jnvol~e .
money, academics, facilities and
the sports sponsored by the institutions.
The main point, to no surprise,
is money. Any university with
aspirations of joining the Mountain West must prove that its
funding is comparable, both in
. funding and source, with the
other members of the conference,
the school's administration must
support and be willing to fund its
women's programs in the MWAC
and the number of coaches and ·
their contract terms are equal to
that of the MWAC.

•••

Are there any possible members for the Mountain West on the
immediate horizon?

Northern Arizona and NevadaReno think they.~re.
"We didn't.feel at home playing
in the West Coast (conference),"
said Dr. Joe Crowley, president
of Nevada-Reno. "We've hired a
new women's adminis_trator, and
we've all decided that it'd be best
for our men and women to be
facing competition from the
same schools."
"Our women's teams are independent, and.we feel we'd have a
better chance in a conference,"
said Dr. Eugene Hughes of Northern Arizona. ·"We feel it's important for our women to have the
same opportunity to compete for
championships that the men
have."

•••

In the long run, no matter who
i_s .t~ilking merger between the
MW AC and the Big Sky, the two
leagues are becoming parallel in
their memberships. All the presidents and commissioners say
that there is no plan for this to
happen.
But it's happening. So, if the
two are serious about merging,
the steps to take before that
happens are obvious;
*Admission of Northern Arizona and Nevada-Reno to the
Mountain West.
*Admission of Eastern Washington to the Big Sky.
The leagues merge together
and we'll have . . .
The Big West Mountain Sky
conference'?
Think about it .

Family Planning
"It Makes Sense"
• Day & Evening Hours
• All Birth Control Methods & Supplies
• Community Education
• Pregnanc y Testing & Counseling
•. Accessible - 3 locations
• Medical & Social Service Referrals
• Confidential, Low -cost services

Call 326-2142 for information or an appointment

0
-

Planned Parenthood
of Spokane
W . 521 Garland • Spokane, WA
- - --- - -

--

-

-

-

•••

Former EWU tight end Mark
Gehring has signed a contract
with the Minnesota Vikings of the
National Football League. Gehring will report to the Vikings
mini-camp next week.
,•
Gehring is the second Eagle to
sign with a pro team for next
season. Two weeks ago, quarterback Rick Worman signed with
the Calgary Stampeders of the
Canadian Football League.

•••

Former EWU women's basketball standout Fay Zwarych is the
leading scorer for her team in the
Sydney Conferenee professional
women's basketball league in

Camps

continued from pa~e I 2 - - - - -

Harrison will serve as directors.
Staff members will include former EWU gymnasts Curt Nagashima and Rick Harrison. Cost is
$185 for residents and $135 for
commuters.
A coaching clinic, designed for
all levels of competition, will also

Seahawks continuedfr0m page 14
Ritter says if the 'Hawks wait
If the decision from Seattle is
that long, an extremely concennot to return to Easter,n·washingtrated effort would have to put . ton for their camp, the wideforth to get ready for their
range effect on the university and
arrival.
the city would vary, according to
"We would have a month to put
officials of both.
it all together, but the Seahawks
As far as city government is
would have to understand there
concerned, the effect may be
may be some substitutions," said
extremely limited.
,
.Ritter. "We may have to make
"It wouldn't be that severe,"
changes in their menu, the fields
said Cheney mayor Fred John.
might not be exactly what they
"We get one cent o( the city sale
want.
tax, so we'd lose that. But the
"The Seahawks know they face
amount is just not that signifithese problems," said Ritter.
cant."
"These problems could occur and.
However, the effect on business
they're completely out of our
could be staggering, says the
control."
- - --- -- - - --- - -- - - - --

Australia.
Zwarych was averaging 22
points a game at last report, with
a single game high of 43 points.
When she completed her EWU
career, going scoreless in her last
varsity game, she was the
third leading scorer with 1,328.
While Zwarych says she will
play again in Australia next year,
EWU's all time leader in points
and assists, Lisa Comstock, has
indicated she will not return to
play professionally in Germany
next season. Comstock scored
1,336 points and handed out 648
assists in her career. Her plans at
this time are unknown.

chamber of commerce.
"It's going to be a substantial
impact," said Dale Lamphere,
chamber of commerce executive
director. '' As far as exactly how
much, I wouldn't try to put a
dollar figure on it yet because we
don't have anything to compare
this type of loss with .
"We're going to have to go a
year without the Seahawks being
here to compare it," Lamphere
continued. "You can't take an
organization the size and scope of
the Seahawks out of a town this
size and not have an impact."

Cost is $150 for residents and $110
for commuters.
Halseth will also serve as director of the cheerleading camp
designed for junior high, high
school and college cheerleaders.
Scheduled for August 1-4, instructor will include EWU's cheer

be held in conjunction with the

squad. Cost is $150 for residents

gymnastics camp. Cost is $50 for
the workshop.
Dance and cheerleading camps
-- For males and fem ales ages
eight to adult, the dance camp is
scheduled for August 4-7. Professional dancer Wayne Bascomb
will serve as guest master teacher. Halseth and EWU dance
program director Maxine Davis
will serve as directors, assisted
by staff members of EWU's Jazz
II dance company and other
instructors from the northwest.

. and $110 for commuters.
Swimming, soccer, volleyball,
judo and athletic training - call
for more information.
Details about each camp can be
obtained by calling or writing
Eastern Washington University.
For further information, call the
EWU Conference Center at 3592406 or the EWU sports information office at 458-6334. Written
inquiries can be sent to EWU
Conference Center, Cheney, WA
99004.

Advertise in the
Easterner
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·. *J} Age: 24
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Height:

6-2

J}
J} Weight: 200 lbs.

*J} Hobbies:
Barbecues
in the nude.

Professio.nal

..t..
.~

Hairstylists

Aaron & Fa-rr.el
Second floor PUB

··

Favorite quotes:
"I want to be a
cowboy, so you
can be my cowgirl."
"I own a '73
vega w,·th a .'72
front end . . .
exactly!"

*lf

Skips rope in the
dark.

*

Kent at his lonely harem - 235-2591.

*)}· To meet this exciting young stud, call
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Frederickson from page 1

Student lobby sponsors
meeting examining priorities
The Washington Student Lobby
is sponsoring, and the University
of Washington Associated Students are hosting, a conference of
the six public higher education
institutions on May 30 through
June 1. The conference will be
held on the University of Washington campus in room 204MN in
the Student Union Building
(HUB).
''This will be the first step in
the process of establishing statewide student priorities for the
1987 legislature as well as developing student input to the Higher
Education Coordinating (HEC)
Board long range plan for higher
education," stated Dr. Jim Sullivan, WSL Executive Director.
"1987 may well be the most
crucial year in Washington higher education history," Sullivan
commented, " and we want to
make sure that Washington student ideas are an integral part of
the process .''

The newly elected student body
president, plus two other officers,
from WWU, CWU, EWU, WSU,

and the UW are expected at the
conference. The WSL chair from

each of the campuses will also be
at the conference as well as
representatives of the graduate
and professional students from
the UW and WSU. "Because we
want ideas from all students, we
are inviting representatives from
TESC even though they are not·
currently members of WSL,"
Sullivan said.
There will be three major
speakers at the Saturday, May
31, portion of the conference . Dr.
Alan Robert Thoeny, the new
Executive Director of the Higher
Education Coordinating Board,
will address the conference at
9 : 00 a .m .· Republican Representative Katherine Allen, a member of the House Higher Education Committee, will spea,C at
11 :00 a.m. Democratic Senator

Spokane Center proved itself to
be a necessary addition.
Frederickson, who came to
Eastern Washington State College in 1977, will take the Edwin
0 . Stene Distinguished Professor
of Public Administration position
at the University of Kansas in
Lawrence.
He said Kansas approached
him with an ofter last year, but he
felt EWU was in too much turmoil and that he wanted to wait
that out and allow his son to
graduate from high school here.
He and his wife, Mary, have four
children.
Frederickson was born in Twin
Falls, Idaho, the oldest of nine
children. After receiving a
bachelor's degree in political
science from Brigham Young
University he went on to get a
master's in public administration
from the University of California
at Los Angeles and a doctorate in
public administration from the
University of Southern Cal_ifornia.
Before coming to Eastern,
Frederickson taught at the University of Southern California,
the University of Maryland and
Syracuse University. He served
as associate dean for policy and
administrative studies and Indiana University's School of Public and Environmental Affairs
and as dean of the College of
Public and Community Services..
at the University of MissouriColumbia.
He said he is excited by the
challenge teaching again offers
him, and he doesn't consider it a
step down .

Nita Rinehart, Chairman of the
Senate Higher Education SubCommittee and a member of the
Senate Ways and Means Committee, will address the noon
luncheon.
"We are delighted that these
three outstanding leaders in the
field of Washington higher education are going to meet with the
students on May 31," Sullivan
stated.
Sullivan said that he would be
meeting with student leaders on
all of the campuses during the
summer as they develop a comprehensive and united legislative
program as well as agreeing
upon their recommendations to
be made to the HEC Board.
"I hope that all students will
feel free to submit their ideas
either to their elected student
leaders or directly to me at the
WSL offices at 1517 S. Capitol
Way - Suite 511, Olympia, Wa.,
98501," Sullivan said .

Senators object to 'prying'
by Education Department
Senators from both parties contend certain Education Department officials are trying to influence what the nation's students
are taught in the classroom.
In a heated hearing earlier this
month, senators Loweil Weicker
(R-Conn.) and Tom Harkin (DIowa) complained the adminis-

"going around prying (into) what
textbooks are being used or not
used. It's not the role of the
federal government. "
" Education officials are not
supposed to supervise or direct
the content of textbooks," adds a
Weicker· aide who asked that her
name not be used.
But Bauer says some textbooks

tration was wasting money on
studies purporting to prove some

are biased, and that the department's duly is to aJert peopJe to

textbooks have a leftist bias.
The department, Weicker
maintained in castigating Education Secretary William Bennett
and Undersecretary Gary L.
Bauer, has plenty to do without

the problem .
"In my speeches, I have covered how books covered the Soviet
Union and totalitarianism and
the United States and our free
institutions,'' Bauer says.

WASHINGTON , D.C. (CPS) --

Some books, he notes , barely
distinguish between the rights of
Soviet and U.S. citizens.
"Speaking about the Soviet
population having the right to
vote is comparable to saying
blacks in South Africa have a
right to vote," Bauer asserts.
"If I had said something about
oppression in South Africa, I

Restaurant and lounge

would have been applauded," he

from page 1
Commencement exercises for
the 2,300 member Eastern Washington University Class of 1986
are scheduled to begin at 11: 00
a.m. the following morning at the
Special Events Pavilion on the
Cheney campus.

PAPERS EDITED by English tutor.
$5.00 per hour. Call 747-2638.
WANTED: Owl pellets. We will
pay 20 cents for each intact
pellet larger than 1 ½ inches. For
more information call (206) 7335024 or write Owl Pellets, P.O.
Box 1393, Bellingham, WA 98227.

- Blackjack and poker tables
- Live entertainment
- must be 19 years old
I.D. required

407 Sherman
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho

Grads

DON'T LOOK AT THIS unless you
want to save $. If you have a
home-based business, hobby or
service to offer the public, but
can't find customers, try a new
alternative . Advertise in the
Home-Based Business Directory
of Spokane County. Very reasonable rates. For more info, call
483-6267.

adds.
Weicker's aide maintains the
senators aren't objecting to Bauer's views of th~-textbooks, but to
the department's bothering to
deal with book content at all.

- Best specialty ice cream
.and tropical fruit drinks

"Home of the
Derailer"

tern Washington University .
Three new schools, Health Sciences, Public Affairs and Mathe- .
matical Sciences and Technology
were formed at EWU and 11 new
degrees were added.
Several academic and cultural
programs were added during his
presidency, including the Honors
Program, the Center for Urban
and Regional Studies and the
ABC Speaker Series.
In addition, the Spokane Business Incubation Center, the EWU
Center for International Trade
and the Institute for Korean
American Affairs were formed .
While he admits he has made
mistakes, Frederickson believes
that he has been a strong president.
"It's the difference between
management and leadership," he
said. "A manager does things the
right way . A leader does the right
thing. I believe we did the right
thing."

Classified
~ Ads
Cla.ssified
Ads
Pay

!J!}IY'S Pore 'n Jilt

iron horse

Du,.,ng Frederickson's 10 years
as president, Eastern Washington State College became Eas-

DEAR PATTY, I respect your
rights, your self and your body.
Love, Paul. PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 326-2142.

204 Sherman
Coeur d'Alene, ID
208-667-9082

OR. MARCUS BLOCH L-Hy, President, Eastern Magical Society,
920 E. 6th Street, New York, N.Y.
10009.
EMMANUEL LUTHERAN DAY
CARE, 639 Elm, Cheney, is now

BICYCLES
Repairs - Parts - Accessories

Wagner Junction - 2081st - 235-8998

Advertise

414 1st

Advertise

HAPPY HOUR 4-6 pm

Advertise

'I THE EAGLES LANDING
Come celebrate the last Thursday
of the month!!
$1.25 Bartels & James
$1.50
Tacos and
& Sun Country
Taco Salads
Coolers
KEGS . TO GO 235-6294

Advertise
•

IR
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accepting registrations for Spring
Quarter, ages 2-10, and will be offering preschool & kindergarten
before and after-school programs.
Qualified, concerned and lqving
staff, full¥ accredited and licensed facility. Hot lunches and
Christian atmosphere provided.
For more information or appointment, call 235-2894 from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. or 838-3966 after 6
p.m.
ALASKA .SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries. Excellent earn-

ing potential. Large variety of
jobs. Earn $600 + /week in cannery, $10,000 + for 2 months on
fishing boat. Our detailed booklet, full of invaluable information
including transportation, employ:
ment listings, town descriptions,

job descriptions plus a number of
helpful suggestions to save
money, time and effort acquiring
one of the thousands of jobs. A
must for anyone considering employment in Alaska. Send $7.50
to M&L Research, P.O. Box 84008
Seattle, WA 98124.
'

